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CHE report backs UK funding,
Study agrees
with Alexander
on quality of
UK grad programs

Mayes pours
in 33 as MSU
downs Middle
Page 6

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
report prepared for the Council
on Higher Education contradicts
the contention of Murray State
University president Kern Alexander that the University of
Kentucky receives a disproportionate share of state money.
The report was prepared by
Ronald A. Phipps of the Institute
for Higher Education Policy. The
Council on Higher Education
hired him in December after Gov.

NATIONAL

Paul Patton directed the agency
to evaluate Alexander's analysis.
Alexander outlined his contentions about UK and several other
issues in a 40-page paper he gave
to Patton in October.
Phipps said Alexander's conclusion that UK receives more
than its fair share of state money
was based on "inappropriate"
and "missing data" and suffers
from "methodological
problems."
Alexander reacted strongly and
said Phipps did not really evaluate the report, but strayed into
other areas.
"Every thing, every thing, every thing that I said in my report
is accurate to the fifth decimal
point," Alexander said today after Phipps gave his report to the

quality of UK doctoral programs
and its ability to attract research
funds do merit examination.
Phipps took no position on
another Alexander contention:
that UK's 14 community colleges
should be detached and merged
with the state technical schools
operated by the state Workforce
Development Cabinet. He said
Alexander provided no data to
support his argument that the
two-year schools are forsaking
high-level technical training "in
favor of academic liberal arts collegiate programs."
DR. KERN ALEXANDER
Phipps, a senior associate at
the Washington-based institute,
agreed with Alexander that the

Astrologer
Jeane Dixon
dies at 79

But Alexander said that ignores $170 million annually in
state funding that UK takes advantage of, but is basically held
unaccountable for.
"That's just basic honesty,"
Alexander said.
See Page 2

•

By MARIA W. ALDRICH
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Valley Authority
chairman Craven Crowell may
have opened "Pandora's box" by
proposing to end federal funding
for its non-power programs in
two _years—
_Hatt _Cle,
ment said.
Inside the box, he said, may be
ammunition threatening the very
existence of the nation's largest
utility. In the longrun, utility
rates also could jump across the
seven-state region it serves, slowing industrial recruitment as well.

The daughter of Germarr-trrFmigrants, Mrs. Dixon shot to
national prominence with her
prediction that President Kennedy would die in office.
According to a biography on
her Wide World Web site, she
predicted as early as 1956 in a
Parade magazine article that a
tall young man with blue eyes
and thick brown hair would be
elected to the presidency in
1960 and would die in office in
1963.

Clement and five other Tennessee congressmen appearing before the Tennessee Press Association Satuday spoke about TVA
and federal deregulation of utilities, along with other issues including the federal budget and recently reprimanded House
Speaker Newt Gingrich.
The congressmen — Clement
and U.S. Reps. Bill Jenkins, Zach
Wamp, Van Hilleary, Ed Bryant
and John Tanner — acknowledged they were still shellshocked by Crowell's historic suggestion last week that TVA concentrate solely on generating
electricity and give up non-power
programs ranging from flood
control to environmental

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

SAYING HELLO: New Murray State University head football coach Denver Johnson greets the crowd
during halftime of Saturday's Racer basketball game. MSU announced Johnson's hiring last week.

She later claimed that she
actually said the young president would be assassinated,
but Parade editors deleted that.
Among the devout Roman
Catholic's other predictions that
came true, according to her
Web site:

Child Abuse

Bill will require records check
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Legislation being drafted by Rep.
Tom Burch would require state
social workers investigating complaints of abuse or neglect
against parents to check police,

—In 1944, that China would
go communist.
— In 1949, that Richard
Nixon would one day be
president.
—In 1977, that a powerful
woman acting as the new
Churchill" would come to Britain's aid. Margaret Thatcher
became prime minister two
years later.

court and hospital records.
Paducah.
Burch's bill, intended to proMyrna and Kenneth Tharp, the
vide social workers with a comprehensive database of records, infant's mother and stepfather,
comes in the wake of the death of
10-month-old Elaina Curtis in • See Page 2

Governor proposes
privatizing welfare

WEATHER

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Buried in Gov. Pete Wilson's welfare
reform plan is a proposal to allow
privatization of public assistance
programs — a plan that concerns
community advocates and is opposed by labor unions.
Lawmakers have scarcely noticed the passages, but many businesses, charities and venture capitalists are paying close attention, the Los Angeles Times
reported today.
The plan would permit counties to administer welfare programs by entering "into
performance-based contracts with
nonprofit or for-profit" companies, which would run nearly all
or parts of their public assistance
programs.

Today...Periods of rain. High
in the lower 50s. South wind 10
to 15 mph shifting to the northwest late. Chance of rain 90
percent.
Tonight...Light rain...Mixing
with or changing to sleet or
freezing rain then to light snow
before ending. Colder. Low 25
to 30. Northwest wind 10 to 20
mph. Chance of precipitation 80
percent.
Tuesday...Decreasing cloudiness. High 30 to 35.
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Bob Clement
Eanwregbiliarl
research.
Clement, a former TVA board
member, called the idea "a revolutionary move" that sounds
good because it silences critics
outside the valley who long have
complained about federal subsidies for TVA. But it raises larger
issues, too.
"This opens up Pandora's box.
It opens up debate on TVA's
very mission," said Clement, a
Democrat. "If it's going to become nothing but a power company, why should it continue to
be federally regulated? Why not
become private?"
The change doesn't really save
taxpayer money, Clement said,
since many non-power responsibilities must be transferred to
IN See Page 2

Millionaire's
murder trial
starts today

how they will meet strict schedules for shifting hundreds of
thousands of welfare recipients
into the workforce. Wilson wants
the state to set rules, like standards of care and caseload reduction goals, then step aside as the
counties design their own
programs.

MEDIA, Pa. (AP) — Millionaire John E. du Pont arrived for
opening statements of his murder
trial today in a wheelchair and
wearing a splint.
It was not immediately clear
what was wrong with du Pont's
right ankle. When he left the
courthouse Friday, du Pont was
not hurt.

County officials welcomed the
idea. "They should be allowed to
contract out as much as they
deem appropriate," said Frank
Mecca, lobbyist for the County
Welfare Directors Association of
California.

Common Pleas Judge Patricia
Jenkins scheduled motions at
9:30 a.m., with opening statements to follow. The start of the
trial comes one year and a day after the multimillionaire gunned
down Olympic wrestler David
Schultz and held police at bay for
two days.
Defense lawyers argue du
Pont, 58, should be found innocent by reason of insanity, saying
he did not realize shooting
Schultz on his 800-acre Newtown
Square estate was wrong.
Prosecutors say du Pont knew

But the issue promises to be
hotly contested. Labor unions
plan to oppose it, fearing it will
mean a loss of jobs for their
members. Community advocates
have strong reservations.

"The governor has said many
times that government alone is
not the solution," his deputy
press secretary Lisa Kalustian
"I still have trouble with the
said.
whole concept of making a profit
The idea stems from Wilson's
on the backs of the poor," said
drive — largely supported by
counties — to hand local government substantial discretion over • See Page 2

This opens up Pandora's box. It opens up
debate on TVA's very
mission.

DONNA HERNOONISpwial to the leclipc
Galina Moukanlna, head of Social Psychological Service In Togliatts,
Russia, is shown American classroom technology by East Calloway
Elementary student Travis Todd last week during her visit to the
area.

II See Page 2
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Congressmen worry
new TVA strategy
could backfire

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Jeane L. Dixon, the astrologer
famed for her predictions on
the rise and fall of politicians
and film stars, has died at age
79.
Sibley Memorial Hospital
spokeswoman Jean Vincent
said Mrs. Dixon died Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. from cardiopulmonary arrest. Ms. Vincent
said the hospital was asked to
release no further information.

Forum
Sports
Today

Phipps said that Kentucky concentrates far more statewide research and service efforts at UK
than many other states give to a
single university, and he said that
is one factor that skewed Alexan-

dcr's conclusion that UK is wellfinanced.
He said Alexander's failure to
separate funding for instructional
and non-instructional programs at
UK and comparable universities
was a mistake, because UK is
charged with running many programs — such as an agricultural
cooperative extension service —
that some comparable schools do
not operate.
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MRS Speech Team places second•TvA...
The Murray High School Speech
Team placed second in the Greenwood High School Speech Tournament in Bowling Green on Saturaday, Jan., 25. Deny ilk High School
placed first in the tournament and
Waffen East High School placed
third.
Students advancing to the final
round of cornpeution and placing in
the tournament were Jason Bright,
first in storytelling; Drew Thomp-

FROM PAGE 1

Hughes, sixth in sot° acung.
Speech team members Autumn
Alcoa, Ellen Carpenter, Mast Harris, Katie McNeary, and Mark
Stockton were selected to compete
in the Emory University Speech
Invitational in Atlanta, Georgia.
Competition will be this Saturaday
and Sunday. The following Saturday, the learn will compete in the
LaRue County High School Speech
Tournament.

son,second in storytelling; Autumn
Alcoa, second in dramatic interpretation and sixth in origianl oratory:
Katie McNeary, second in impromptu speaking and fourth in
extemporaneous speaking; Jaclyn
Hopkins, fourth in dnunatic interpretation; Wesley Han and Drew
Thompson, fifth in duo interpretation; Mau Harris, fifth in humorous
interpretation; Jenni Hopkins, sixth
in poetry reading; and Nathan

other entities such as the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineer and
state governments in the region.
Currently, TVA manages the
programs with federal appropriations of $106 million — about 2
percent of TVA's budget.
Wamp, the TVA caucus chairman in Washington, said Crowell
is trying to prepare TVA for approaching deregulation of the
utility industry and the new climate it will bring. TVA, with a
debt of $27 billion, will struggle
to compete, he said.
"I commend (Crowell) for
having the courage to ask tough
questions. These are tough times
for TVA," Wamp said.
However, Wamp fears the approach will backfire by opening
legislative debate on the TVA
Act of 1933, created as part of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
historic New Deal.

CHE...
FROM PAGE 1
In an interview, Phipps also
said that Alexander's calculations
did not include tuition or nonstate appropriations. Some states
receive local money and charge
higher tuition, and thus receive
lower per-student allocations
from their states than UK gets, he
added.
'Those three alone, I think,
would make one question (Alexander's) data," Phipps said.
UK Vice President Ed Carter
said Phipps' report "basically
substantiated" an earlier UK assessment of Alexander's findings.
Both Alexander's paper and
the one released Friday by a citizens group with tics to the Murray president said that UK trails
comparable universities in several
areas, including the number of
doctoral degrees awarded, student
retention, research quality and
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Phipps said student-retention
rates should be a concern for all
Kentucky universities, not just
UK. The examination of that
issue, he said, should involve a
review of several factors, including admission standards, the
quality of remedial programs and
high schools' preparation of students for college.

academic reputation.
Although Phipps acknowledged
that Alexander's data on doctoral
productivity were accurate, he
said Alexander had not made the
case for his statement that Kentucky's economy and living standard would be improved by an
additional 300 to 350 doctorates
per year."
Some new doctoral and graduate programs may be needed,
Phipps said, but he added that
Kentucky has wisely restricted
the "proliferation" of schools offering them. Only two Kentucky
schools, UK and the University
of Louisville, are authorized to
offer doctoral programs.

"Maybe it's time for both
presidents to put these matters
aside now," Phipps said. "I'm
not sure anything gets done by
arguing back and forth."

Pick, 3
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Capitol Hill, according to the
Times.
On Sunday, White House
spokesman Lanny Davis, appearing on CNN's "Late Edition,"
defended White House functions
that have come under fire, such
as presidential coffee meetings
with big campaign contributors
and a get-together with a groap
of bankers and government
regulators.
"No action ever resulted from
any contributor giving money to
the president's campaign," Davis
said. "He's made decisions in the
national interest."
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Asked whether it was just a
coincidence that some of the
bankers later made contributions
to the Democrats, Davis responded: "Well, in fact many of
the bankers in the room were Republicans who gave more to Senator Dole. If in fact they heard
something from the president in
the Q-and-A session that causes
them to support the president,
then they give money."
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News Sunday." "I think that it's
within probably two or three
votes either way" in the House.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democratic advances in the
House could mean trouble for the
drive to approve a constitutional
amendment to require balanced
federal budgets, House Appropriations Committee Chairman Bob
Livingston says.
"In the Senate, we expect to
win because we've got a more
comfortable margin, but in the
House it's a tossup," the Louisiana Republican said on "Fox

In the last Congress it was the
House that approved a balanced
budget amendment by a 300-132
margin, exceeding by 10 the twothirds majority needed. The Senate failed twice, however, the
first time falling just one vote
short.

Republicans now have 55 seats
in the Senate, up from 53 before
the November election. But
Democrats, who are generally
less enthusiastic about an amendment, increased their House seats
by nine, to 207.
The Clinton administration opposes an amendment, saying it
and that a it could have a crippling effect on the nation in times
of economic downturn or war.

•Welfare...
FROM PAGE 1
Anne Arnesan, director of the
Council on Children and Families
in Wisconsin.
Private contractors already perform limited assignments —
ranging from bookkeeping to
work training — in many California welfare offices. But Wilson's
proposal could prove to be far
more sweeping.
In Milwaukee County, Wis.,

make it easier for the state to take
abused children from their homes
when they are in danger.
Cabinet Secretary Viola Miller
was unavailable for comment on
Burch's proposed bill.
Cabinet spokesman Cary Willis
said the agency welcomes proposals that would improve social
workers' access to criminal justice, hospital and other records.
Currently, social workers check
with police for criminal histories
and must rely on hospitals to notify them of suspected abuse.
But even a database giving social workers access to records
from various agencies is not a
sure remedy.
For example, cabinet officials
said a check of records in an Administrative Office of the Courts
database last week made no mention of Tharp's sexual abuse convictions. Instead, the abuse convictions were entered as probation violations.

state officials are reviewing proposals from companies about how
they would operate the welfare
program. The bidding has generated the interest of major charities, including United Way and
Goodwill Industries.
Texas also is poised to offer at
least a $500 million contract that
could transfer the majority of
care for its 690,000 welfare recipients into private hands.

Two injured in Sunday
accident on Highway 94
stopped abruptly in front of her
on Highway 94.
Kirksey's vehicle was struck
by a vehicle driven by Jennifer
H. Watkins, 29, Hopkinsville,
which caused Kirksey to cross
the center line and strike a third
vehicle driven by Robert E.
Vaught, 39, Murray, who was
traveling west on Highway 94.
No other injuries were reported
and KSP said the unknown vehicle left the scene.

By JIM MAHANES
Stan Writer

A 7-year-old Hopkinsville girl
and a 19-year-old Murrayan were
taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital following a
three-car accident Sunday on
Highway 94, about two miles
East of Murray.
According to a hospital
spokesman, Crystal Kirksey, 19,
and Laken Watkins, 7, were both
treated and released from MCCH
after being transported there by
ambulance about 4:25 p.m.
A Kentucky State Police press
release said Kirksey's vehicle,
traveling east, was struck in the
rear after an unknown vehicle

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, Murray Fire Department's Rescue 1 and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue personnel responded to the scene.
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The Justice Department rejected in November a second request from McCain and four
House members to appoint an independent counsel, saying it
found no "specific, credible evidence" to move forward under
the law.
The decision did not preclude
the department from appointing
an independent counsel in the fu-

FROM PAGE 1
have been charged with firstdegree criminal abuse in her
death. The infant's body was covered with bruises and had massive internal injuries when she
was brought to the hospital Jan.
11.
The state has said it did not
know that Kenneth Tharp had
two previous convictions for sexually abusing children, that
Myrna Tharp had filed an
emergency protective order
against him on Dec. 21 and that
the infant had been treated at a
hospital twice in December.
"I'm getting tired of every
time something like this happens,
(Cabinet for Families officials)
say, 'We weren't aware of this.
We didn't have records,'"Burch
said Friday.
"I want to take away any excuses," said Burch, D-Louisville
and chairman of the House
Health and Welfare Committee.
Burch's bill is one of two legislative measures proposed this
week that would give the state
more avenues for preventing
child abuse.
The Cabinet, for Families and
Children on Thursday released
the draft of a bill that would

Clearance Priced

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET

r', (tll Frod.ty 10 70 .1

the insanity defense is a "lawyer's trick" or "legal
loophole."
"I think people generally are
so skeptical of the insanity defense that the prosecution generally enters with a rather large
edge," said University of Pennsylvania law professor David
Rudovsky.
Equally important is how jurors view the mental health profession and mental illness in general. All have promised to consider psychiatric and
psychological testimony by the
same standard as other witness
testimony.
Prosecutors, meanwhile, are
concerned that the jury puts aside
pretrial publicity when considering the case.
Bergstrom asked many potential jurors whether they could ignore his client's wealth and
weig
troom evidence.
"In some sense, one might say
that the defense doesn't want the
jurors to be able to identify with
John du Pont," said Yale University law professor Kate Stith.
"Finding someone legally insane
is saying that we can't really
identify with this person."
A working-class jury might actually work toward du Pont's advantage and even help prove
legal insanity, Rudovsky said.
"Part of their argument will be
someone doesn't give that all up
unless he's crazy," he said.

New '96
Swimming

The congressmen expect the
House to take a lower profile because of ethics violations admitted by Gingrich that prompted the
House to reprimand the speaker
and order a $300,000 payment.
"I think leadership will shift to
the Senate," Hilleary said. "(Senate Majority Leader) Trent Lott
is not as maligned _as the
speaker."

ture. A department task force already is conducting a wideranging review of political fundraising by both parties for last
year's election.
A key issue has been to what
extent political donations have
provided contributors with access
to government officials and influenced their decision making.
While the focus has been on
Democratic donors, Republican
fund raisers also have been wooing big-time contributors with
promises of special access to the
Republican-controlled Congress,
according to a published report.
The New York Times said
Monday that there were 75 elite
donors — individuals and corporations — who contributed
$250,000 or more to the Republican Party last year with promises
of special access to Republicans
controlling Congress.
The elite group of contributors
were known within the GOP as
"season ticket holders" and included individuals and corporations with interests pending on

WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General Janet Reno eventually will have to appoint an independent counsel to investigate
foreign contributions to the
Democratic Party, GOP Sen. John
McCain predicts.
"I thinithe evidence is going
to mount,- the Arizona Republican, who twice tried and failed to
have a counsel named, said Sunday on CBS' "Face the Nation."
"I think it's very likely that
over time the attorney general
will see that there is an accumulation of evidence that will drive
her to appoint an independent
counsel. 1 think we are getting
very close to that."

Millionaire...

dence from mental health experts
and apply the state's stringent insanity law.
Defense attorneys are particularly concerned over whether jurors consider insanity a valid defense. Defense attorney Thomas
Bergstrom repeatedly asked potential panelists whether they felt

The congressmen predicted the
105th Congress will be less combative than the previous session.
A balanced budget amendment
likely will pass both the House
and Senate.
"The last two years were interesting and bloody," said Hilleary, who with Wamp and Bryant
joined 73 new Republicans sworn
into office in 1995, when the

nit., •

Senator predicts independent
counsel for Democratic fundraising

Phipps offered another recommendation in his report to the
council today.

FROM PAGE 1
exactly what he was doing when
he killed the 38-year-old gold
medalist in the driveway of a
home where Schultz, his wife,
Nancy, and their two children
lived. Schultz had been training
at du Pont's elaborate Foxcatcher
amateur, facilities.,
Lawyers spent four days last
week sifting through dozens of
names and posing hundreds of
questions to find a group to hear
the case.
The fate of Pont will rest with
12 working-class jurors. The six
men and six women, average age
of 50, include a legal secretary, a
railroad conductor, an unemployed Army reservist and a retired waitress whose brother suffers from schizophrenia, the same
illness defense lawyers say du
Pont suffers from.

The congressmen noted that,
while the proposal removes federal funding from the ammunition
of TVA's critics, it may also
undercut the delegation's defense
of TVA as a government program
that turned a desolate, flooded
territory into a growing, thriving
region.

GOP took control of the House
for the first time in 40 years.
"We've decided we want to
balance the budget. Now it's a
mauer of deciding the details of
how to do it and how fast to go,Hilleary said.
Tanner, a Democrat, said getung the country's financial house
in order was the No. 1 priority.
"The trick will be to reach an
agreement that is financially
achievable and politically doable," he said.

"Other power companies already would love for deregulation
to adversely affect TVA," Wamp
said.
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Tuition hikes needed for improvements

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — To
where large bureaucracies thrive,
read University of Kentucky ecoand the incentives to remove bad
nomist Dan Black, it would seem
instructors or eliminate inferior
ALICE ROUSE
that the tuition rates at KenGeneral Manager
programs is greatly reduced,"
tucky's public universities are
Black said.
just about the worst thing that
Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
Black makes a number of quescould happen to higher education.
tionable
assertions.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
Mark R. Chellgren
Black says current tuition polOne, he says the current sysicy subsidizes wealthy people,
An Associated Press News Analysts
tem that applies the burden to all
-H fosters academic and administrataxpayers implies that Kentuctive sloth, makes universities less
kians value higher education
competitive and less efficient and
'tuition rates are set for two- borrow tor it. "Providing guaran- more than residents of other
takes money away from other
year periods Kentucky by the teed loans at market interest rates states. But the fact is, Kentucky
areas that could use taxpayer
has one of the lowest collegeCouncil on Higher Education, a or even subsidized loans would
financing.
going
rate in the nation.
correct
this
imbalance,"
Black
In a provocative essay on the gubernatorially appointed board
Black also seems to say that
of citizens who are supposed to said.
subject, Black suggests letting
Black also makes a seemingly price differential alone has some
universities set their own tuition oversee the direction of the eight contradictory argument that influence on at least the perceprates, establishing a voucher sys- universities and accompanying
higher education cost increases tion of quality in higher educatem to have the state provide mo- community colleges.
are
due to improvements in ser- tion — if it costs more, it must be
Council policy in recent years
ney for use at public or private
vice
and quality, which private better.
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
institutions and base the vouchers has been to set tuition using a schools are able to finance more
But an example of what some
formula
that
takes
into
account
Associated Press Writer
on financial need. Even Black admight
call ivory tower thinking is
easily.
That
theory
would
seem
to
the per capita income in' Kenmits such ideas might be
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's President Clinton vs. the press.
tucky and tuition rates at compet- ignore the large "tuition sub- in his position that raising tuition
"viewed as heresy."
Live on television. But not exactly the Super Bowl.
ing institutions. UK and the Uni- sidy" public universities get in "would free up millions of dolReporters will no doubt throw tough questions about fund raising
"More efficient financing of versity of Louisville have one the form of hundreds of millions lars of revenues that could be reand how Clinton plans to balance the budget. The policy wonk
higher education: The case for rate and the six other universities of taxpayer dollars that private turned to taxpayers or used for
pregident will respond with a blizzard of detail, his answers running
expenditures in other areas of
tuition increases," was written have another, lower rate.
universities do not get.
on and on and on.
need."
for the Kentucky Annual EcoOne
fascinating
position
Black
Black said that policy is flawed
In other words, tuition funds
nomic
Report,
which
is
published
takes
is
that
public
universities
in
that
it
and
ignores
inflation
The fact is, most presidents easily control the tone of these jousts
by the Center for Business and compares current income rates to are less able to pay for improve- would replace tax money.
with the news media.
Black starts out his essay by a
Economic Research at UK.
ments because of restrictions on
figures that are dated from other
"It's hard not to be in control," said George Christian, who was
reference
to student reaction at
Black
starts
with
the
premise
tuition.
And
by
states.
said
it
Further,
is
rebeing
he
less
able
to
White House spokesman when Lyndon B. Johnson was president.
that higher education receives gressive, in that wealthy people
pay for them, Black said univer- UK to proposed tuition increases,
"You've only got a handful of questions, 18 maybe, and the presitwo kinds of appropriations — benefit the same from the tax
sities will have to eliminate or re- which he referred to as "induldent controls who asks the questions."
student aid and what he calls subsidy as poor people and also
duce some functions "or prepare gent protests."
Johnson did not like formal news conferences, said Christian. He
In the real world of higher edu"tuition subsidies," money that pay the same for tuition.
to provide a lower level of
preferred to summon the 40 or so reporters regularly assigned to
cation in Kentucky, asking unimakes up the difference between
service."
Low tuition also tends to let
the White. House in those days into the Cabinet Room and let them
what a student pays for education students take longer to earn their
But at the same time, Black versity administrators to simply
ask questions without live television coverage.
and what that education actually degrees, costing more tax money, said schools that receive tax as- replace state tax dollars with
Clinton, on the other hand, gives the impression of a man who
costs. He generally restricts it to and tends to encourage them into
sistance compromise on the qual- more tuition money would be like
enjoys the give and take. His last two news conferences ran about
state tax assistance, though uni- majors where they would earn
ity of their services simply be- asking the faculty senate to repuan hour each, roughly twice the traditional length.
versities also get federal money, less money than alternatives.
cause they will attract students diate tenure.
private grants and millions of
based on cost alone, giving them
Based on the notion that anyHe looks like a president who likes to talk. Ask about criticism
dollars
Mark R. Chellgren is the
through
ancillary
services
sort
of a monopoly.
who
gets
a
college
one
degree
that his effort to cut the budget deficit is making life harder for the
Frankfort correspondent for
such as housing and dining that will earn more, Black says people
"The lack of competition cre
poor and he responds with a long, long dissertation packed with
also support the entire operation. who cannot afford tuition should
atcs a complacent environment The Associated Press.
references to legislation and statistics.
"We doubled the earned income tax credit, raised the minimum
wage, increased the availability of immunizations to poor children,
dramaticall), expanded the number of poor children in Head Start,"
Clinton said in a small segment of a lengthy answer.
Not only did he spew out an impressive list of actions, but in his
impromptu response he never used the same verb twice.
Clinton will hold the first formal news conference of his second
That aside, the legislation has considerable merit. It recognizes
The Paducah Sun
term on Tuesday and press secretary Mike McCurry says the presiAgriculture is sufficiently volatile and unpredictable compared to
the uniqueness of agriculture and would help farmers without hurtdent wants to start meeting with reporters on a regular basis.
most businesses to justify some allowance by the Internal Revenue ing the federal treasury.
That plan may represent a bit of re-election euphoria. Having
Service.
A simple example states the case: A farmer who earned $100,000
won the voters' endorsement for a second term, presidents feel they
In the past, farmers were able to use their commodity contracts in one year and nothing the next would pay more tax in the two
.
can take on the toughest challenges.
to shift income from one year to the next. That strikes us as a reayears than a salaried person earning $50,000 per year.
"It may be that he thinks he can woo the press, charm the
sonable accommodation to farmers who otherwise might face huge
Why the IRS chose to pull this modest benefit from the farmers
press," said Brookings Institution scholar Stephen Hess, who
tax liability in a good year, but earn relatively little the next. now has not been explained. Maybe it is considered consistent with
worked in the Eisenhower, Nixon and Ford administrations. "After
But the IRS this year adopted a new policy that was upheld in a the elimination of income averaging when the tax code was overyou get re-elected you're feeling pretty up about your powers.
federal court banning the practice, and many farmers stand to suffer hauled in 1986. But taxpayers of all descriptions frequently have
"In fact, he can't. The press' interests are otherwise. Its interests
some capability of adjusting income and expenses from one year to
as a result.
are in getting a good story and he'll get irritated by it."
A bill to restore farmers' ability to balance their income one year the next for the best tax advantage. The commodity contracts may
Marlin Fitzwater, White House spokesman under Presidents Reato the next has much support among farm state legislators. But the give farmers a greater opportunity for balancing than most, but then
gan and Bush, wrote in his memoirs that Bush "could not underposition of the administration is curious. Treasury Secretary Robert the nature of their business makes their needs greater than most.
stand how the press could be so bad to him when he had been so
Rubin defends the IRS decision, but supports efforts by Congress
The legislation, which should not even have been necessary,
good to them. He held 280 press conferences, at least 20 minutes
to overturn it.
should be enacted in time to provide farmers relief this year.
long and open to questions on any subject."
Fitzwater also offered an insight onto the follow-up question. At
news conferences, reporters often ask a question and then say "and
I have a follow-up." Many think the follow-up give them a chance
to catch the president in an inconsistency or force him to say more
about an issue than he intends.
"The follow-up question is always easy because your mind is
already working the subject," said Fitzwater.
Bush's problem was hjs tendency to be disappointed if a reporter
blican majority by nine seats.
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
he liked wrote something critical.
House advocates may face some
the
lines
rehearsed,
the
arguments
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
"I urged him time and again to mitigate that feeling to say 'I
bargaining on terms, including
long set, Congress . is replaying
don't like him, but he's fair' or 'I do like her, but she can be critiSocial Security protection, in
the debate over a balanced budget
cal," Fitzwater recalled.
their quest for two-thirds. The
amendment to the Constitution.
Christian said Johnson generally liked reporters, but also was exSenate version last time included
Narrowly rejected before, the
tremely sensitive to criticism.
a provision to keep judges from
amendment's outcome is uncerWalter Mears
"He never stopped trying to work with the media," the former
enforcing it by ordering tax intain now.
press secretary said. "He never hated them. If he didn't like somecreases or spending cuts. That's
Republicans who have proAssociated Press columnist
likely to come up again.
body he just didn't talk to them."
nounced the measure their top
When Congress approves an
That left it to Johnson press aides to try to mend fences. "We
priority figure they've got the nomic downturns in time to pre- matized when Sen. Strom Thurhad to try to get him on better terms with some of the reporters he
votes to win in the Senate, but vent recessions from deepening, mond, 94, milted the history of amendment, it goes to the states
perhaps into depressions.
such measures over the past for final action, with approval by
don't know about the House.
just didn't like," Christian said.
That is part of the opposition 40-plus years, close but always 38 required to make it part of the
And they are braced for a
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald M.Rothberg has covered national
White House .campaign against script, as is his warning that fed- just short of approval. In 1982, Constitution. There is no presaffairs in Washington for The Associated Press since the Johnthe amendment, which President eral judges could wind up making the Senate approved the amend- idential veto power.
Lou has suggested that what
son administration.
Clinton calls bad policy. He said budget decisions to enforce the ment but the House blocked it.
_
he will do his best to defeat it amendment, and that some future The opposite happened in 1995, Clinton and his administration do
again, although he seemed to president might have to stop pay- when the newly Republican in opposition to the amendment
waver on the subject shortly after ment on government checks, in- House quickly approved the may be a marker in efforts at
the 1996 elections.
cluding Social Security benefits. amendment but it was a vote cooperation on other legislation.
U.S. REP, Ed Whl(fleld
"I think how they handle this
There aren't any new argu202-225-3115 (Washington)
That last point was a major one short in the Senate.
ments on the amendment itself, when the amendment came
Now the odds have tilted back issue will affect our ability to
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
work on other issues," he said in
but there is a changed lineup in
within one Senate vote of ap- the other way. All 55 Republican
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
Congress, and a changing situa- proval in 1995. Democrats senators plus seven Democrats an NBC-TV interview Jan. 19.
202-224-4343 (Washington)
tion on the budget itself, with
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
wanted Social Security protection have signed on as sponsors of the He said the administration ought
Clinton and the Republican Con- to be guaranteed, and had that measure; four more votes would to restrain its rhetoric, and com120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
gress both committed to spending
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
been done, it could have been make two-thirds. Hatch said there plained that Rubin sounded hysand tax terms that would put it in
enough to get the measure to the should be 68 votes for the terical on the topic.
That description of the stakes
balance in 2002. That hasn't been
two-thirds margin required on amendment, two more than
enough, based on campaign en- is not unfamiliar, either.
done since 1969.
constitutional amendments.
When he was Senate GOP
The amendment would be a
The supporting arguments are dorsements and the last Senate
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
constitutional rein on future Con- as familiar, basically that deficit vote.
leader, Bob Dole said rejection of
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
gresses to balance budgets, with
Sen. Trent Lott, the majority the measure, twice, would be a
habits won't really be broken
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
60 percent supermajorities rewithout a constitutional guaran- leader, who put the measure at big campaign issue against the
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
quired to permit deficit spending
tee. "There is only one way to the top of the Republican priority Democrats.
address and telephone number included in case verification is necesIt wasn'L
in cases of economic or interna- change Washington's addiction to list for early action, said sponsors
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
tional crisis.
spending other people's money, have the votes to win in the Semore than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
A straitjacket, Secretary of the
and that's the presence of a con- nate unless arm-twisting opposiif possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
Treasury Robert Rubin called it.
stitutional amendment for a ba- tion lobbying pries some away. R. Mears, vice president and
limit frequent writers.
Rubin told the Senate Judiciary
He wasn't guessing about the columnist for The Associated
lanced budget." said Sen. Orrin
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Committee that with tht-amendHouse. The amendment passed by Press, has reported on
Hatch, R-Utah.
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. ,.
ment in force, the government
The lineage of balanced budget a dozen votes two years ago, but Washington and national policouldn't ease the impact of ecoamendment arguments was dra- the elections narrowed the Repu- tics for more than 30 years.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Presidents set
tone
•
A,
for jousts with media

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

Congress ready for budget replay

Attention Washington!

Just drop us a line ...
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 22, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
MCormack baby girl, parents, Mary
and Christopher, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ella May Collator, New Concord; James J. Jenkins, Hazel; Euin G.
Willoughby, Paris, Tenn.; Wes. Shirley
West, Wingo;
Dorris Lanier Hutchens, Hardin;
Larry G. Poynm, Farmington; Mrs.
Sandra L. Shelburn, Benton;

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily, & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mrs. Mary E. Boyd, Mrs. Jeweils
Walston, Mrs. Estelle Brown, Ws. Susie Matheny, Mrs. Eura H. Richey,
Mrs. Alice Marie Hitzler, Mrs. Lassie
D. Pickard, Carney Andrus, Mrs. Shirley Ann Duquette, Frank Lucas Oliver.
Mrs. Maggie Paschall, Mrs. Jean G
Wilson, and Miss Harleigh E. Winchester, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Lydia L. Blum, Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Jan. 23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Beasley baby girl, mother, Jodi Haynes, Farmington.
Dismissals
Charles T. Valentine, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Barbara E. Key, Mayfield;
Mrs. Oina P. Darnell, Farmington;
John W. Vow, Kirksey; Mrs. Joan G.
Mayer, Benton; Ms. Margaret Perkins,
Mayfield; William Bedwell, Hardin;
Mrs. Pearl Williams, Ed Hamm, Mrs.
Dorothy M. McClure, Herbert Ewin
Calhoon, Robert L. Davis,
Mrs. Mary 0. Hopkins, Alan McCallum, Herbert J. Dick, and Bobby Ray
Riddle, all of Murray.
•

•

•

•

SPEE7717ALL
Begins at 6:30 p.m.
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Every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Road
Cards starting
at $5.00
- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY --

Plays 12
Games

77

77

Featunng nightly specials at $t per card or $2 for three Special carry over 7 + + +
Refreshments, candy and FREE popcorn served
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Come In Out
of the Cold...

A special meeting of Calloway County Fiscal Court will be Wednesday, Jan. 29, at 3 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center auditorium. Agenda items include judicial building update, discussion and
possible acceptance of bids for judicial building, and passing road
resolutions, according to Judge/Executive J.D. Williams.

CCHS Council to meet Thursday

*2 piece catfish fillet dinner or
*Chicken breast strip dinner with
Salad bar choice of potato & dessert

Strickland and Lovett
vows to be said Feb. 8

Professionq musician will
play with the MHS Band
Professional Nashville light
rock musician Chuck Lawson
Vitt VellfOirrr - Wilk- the- Mmiay
High School Band at Curtis Center Ballroom, Murray State University, on Friday, Jan. 31, at
7:30 p.m.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Students
from the Murray area have been
honored at Lipscomb University
for academic achievement during
the fall semester, according to
Dr. James T. Arnett, vice president for academic affairs.
Melody Parker has been named
to the Dean's List for earning
perfect grades while taking 12
credit hours or more during the
semester.
Parker, an arts-medicine major,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Parker, and is a graduate of

and don't forget our Friday, Saturday Night
& Sunday lunch buffet...$6.49

Open: Wed thru Sat. 4 p.m.
Sunday 11-2 p.m.
go'

*turn *ens
641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.

f00000000'00000000000 0000000

ior performances at the state concert festivals.
The M446 tc&Rd i&c.eirpla&ed-of
61 members and is directed by
john Stroube.
Tickets are available at Jameson's Music, Terrapin State, The
Smart Stop, Chamber of Commerce, SGA office at Murray
State University, at the door on
the night of the performance, or
by calling Francie Ray
at 759-4739.

Calloway County High School.
Erin Grogan and Stacey Smith
have been named to the honor
roll for posting gradepoint averages of 3.5 to 3.99 for the
semester.
Grogan, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. George B.
Grogan, Rt. 4, Murray.
Smith, an English teaching major, is a graduate of Murray High
School. She is the &lighter of
Mr. and Mrs. Terry E. Smith of
1615 The Lane, Murray.

Schempp selected for book
LEXINGTON — Alexia Kristen Schempp was selected for the
1997 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges at
Transylvania University.
Schempp, a middle education
major, is a graduate of Calloway
County High School.

She is the daughter of Nancy
and James Schempp of Murray.
The elite group of students
were chosen based on their
academic achievement, service to
the community, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. "Dealing with
Stress" will the theme of the program by Sioux-Zanne Kilbourne
R.N., B.S.N., guest speaker. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Marlene at 753-2350.
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will sponsor a Winter
and Spring Sports Kickoff Chili dinner on Sunday, Feb. 9, at 4 p.m.
at the school. Tickets are $3 each and will be on sale Tuesday, Jan.
28, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Also tickets can be purchased from any
parent representative. For information call 753-8756.

Atzheimer's meetihgTuesday-

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter No. 4437 of American Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at Dutch Essenhaus, Highway 121 North, Murray. The speaker will be David Harrington, County Attorney, discussing "Consumer Fraud and Safe
Guards We Can Exercise," according to Al Hough, program director.
Lunch will start at 11:45 p.m. with the program to begin at 12:15
p.m. A board meeting will be at 11 a.m. President Robert Hendon
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Wheat meetings are scheduled
Meetings on "Using Intensive Wheat Management in Calloway
County" will be Monday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
High School Agriculture Department; and Thursday, Jan. 30, at 7
p.m. at Dees Bank of Hazel. All area farmers are urged to attend the
meetings, sponsored by Calloway County Young and Adult Farmer
Program. For more information call Johnnie Stockade at 753-2545.

MHS Class of 1987 will Meet
Murray High School Class of 1987 will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at
6 p.m. at Pagliai's. This will be to discuss plans for the 10-year
reunion to be Aug. 30 at Murray Country Club. All class members
are urged to attend.

Ladies Night Out at club
Ladies Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, Jan.
28. Each one may bring a guest. A social hour will start at 6 p.m.
with dinner to be served at 7 p.m. For reservations call 753-6113.
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We can provide information and coverage for your

FARM
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Herold 'Jock- Romaine
Licensed in KY 1. TN
7,1033 or 7534071
401 S. 12111 St • luny

(502) 251-4545
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Ladies day bridge will be Wednesday, Jan. 29, at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club. Jan "Ochoa, 759-4154, will be hostess.
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Ladles' bridge on Wednesday
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AARP meeting at Dutch Essenhaus

1029 Medical Center Circle, Suite 200
Mayfield, KY 42066
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Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at 4:30 p.m. in private dining room next to cafeteria on
first floor of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call
Joretta Randolph, 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital,
762-1100. Shared Care, Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer
clients while caregivers attend, but call 762-0576 to make
arrangements.

Office Hours By Appointment Or
For More Information Call
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be offering blood pressure, pulse, and two-hour blood sugar screenings at
all stops during the month of January. The blood sugar test must be
performed two hours after completing a meal. Also available is a
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. On Wednesday, Jan.
29, the express will be at Murray Courtsquare from noon to 3:30
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Health Express lists stops

The New Office Is Located On
The Second Floor Of

Are your new clothes from Christmas not fitting?
Sue and The Edge will be offering alterations on men's,
women's & children's clothes. This is only for a short
time so call us today to check out this great offer!
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Athletic Boosters plan event

Is Pleased To Announce
The Opening Of Her Practice
For
General Surgery And Diseases
Of The Breast

* ***
We are pleased to announce that Sue Hall
is turning alterations inside out!
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Technology Committee of East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at 3 p.m. at the
school. The public is invited to attend.

Matilda Perkins, M.D.
•

AS

Technology Committee will meet

Amy Lucille Strickland
and Michael Rae Lovett

Parker, Grogan, and Smith
named for semester honors

$4.95

Stu
nor
Lot

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a called meeting on Thursday, Jan. 30, in Room 411 at
the school. Agenda items include approval of budget and allocations,
Technology Committee report, and graduation requirements. Jerry
Ainley, principal, invites the public to attend.

The band was offered this unique educational opportunity
based on the students' ability to
play the highest grades of musical arrangements and their super-

Try our Wednesday 8c Thursday Night Specials

'Also orders to

Fiscal Court plans meeting

Amy Lucille Strickland and Michael Rae Lovett will be married
Saturday, Feb. 8, 1997, at 2 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church,
located on Highway 121 North at Stella.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
No invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend the ceremony and the reception.
Miss Strickland is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Strickland of
Mobile, Ala. She is the granddaughter of Ms. Mary Richardson and
the late Ms. Lucille Huckaby, both of Mobile.
Mr. Lovett is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lovett of Murray. He
is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett, all of Murray.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Students from Murray Middle School and Calloway County Middle School are pictured with Kentucky Governor Paul Patton at the state capitol. The students were attending the Kentucky Youth Assembly held at
Louisville and Frankfort.

Students attend Youth Assembly
Twenty-eight students from
Murray Middle School and 26
students from Calloway County
Middle School attended the Kentucky Youth Assembly held recently in Louisville and
Frankfort.
The purpose of KYA is to assist students in understanding the
state government.

Calloway County Middle
School had two bills which
passed committees and were
signed by the governor.
Authors of the bill were Aaron
Cowan, Jacob Abbott, Audra
Todd and Becky Pennington. Students from both delegations were
able to present bills in the official
chambers of the capitol.
Students from both Murray and
Murray Middle had three bills
Calloway
delegations were inwhich passed committees.
vited
to
meet
Gov. Paul Patton
The premiere bill, authored by
Carly Faughn and Meghan King, while in Frankfort due to the efof MMS, passed both houses only forts of Jody A. Lassiter, the governor's liaison for Western
to be vetoed by the governor.
Erika Trenholm of MMS Kentucky.
Attending from Murray Middle
served as Deputy President of the
were the following:
Senate.
Brittany Darnell, Ashley ColChris Byars and Carla Kingins
lins, Erika Trenholm, Laura Benof MMS were chosen as two of nett,
Dana Hopkins, Carroll
the four Outstanding Advocates
Stockard,
Susan Hart, Walt Garrito the Model Supreme Court.
Mallory Rudolph of MMS was• son, Zachery Hampton, Bryan
Hopkins, Edwin Coombs, Malelected Speaker of the House for
lory
Rudolph, Heather Collins,
the 1997 Assembly. Walt Garrison of MMS who ran for Cover-. Megan Haverstock, Mallory
Calthey, Haley Leedom, Ashleigh
nor was appointed Deputy PresiAppiLe_„_Carla Kingins, Kori Tab_dent of the Senate._

Monday, Jan. 27
New Concord Neighborhood Watch
meeting/7 p m /Mt Carmel Baptist
Church
Open Wheat Management meeting
for area farmers/7 p.m./Calloway
County High School Agricultural
Department.
Retirees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade
Calloway County 4-H Animal Protect
meeting/6.30 p m /Farmers' Farrnacy
Info/753-1452.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Southwest Elementary SBDM Council meeting/530 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/753-8136.
Dr. Viola Miller, secretary of Cabinet
for Families and Children for Kentucky
will speak/7:30 p.m./Wrather Auditorium at MSU.
Calloway County High School Lady
Lakers play basketball game at
Mayfield/7 p.m.
Murray State University Lady Racers
and Racers host basketball games
with Tennessee Tech/5:15 and 7 45
p.m./Racer Arena, Cutchin Stadium
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Fine Arts Center,
MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Murray High School Class of 1987
meeting for reunion/6 p.m./Pagliars.
Murray Lions Club meeting/6
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
Calloway County 4-H Dairy Club
meeting/6-8 p.m./East Elementary
School.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP/11:45 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus
Restaurant, Highway 121 North.
Technology Committee of East
Elementary School SBDM Council/3
p.m./school library.

Tuesday, Jan. 211
Singles Organizational Society
(sosy7 p m /Gleason Hall, St Leo's
Catholic Church Info/753-2350
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel Un1UKI Methodist Church./9.30 a m
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 834
meeting/7 p m /First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-1rue p m
and meeting/7 p.m/Hardin Library.
First Christian Church choir
rehearsal/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9 30 am
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m Christians Responding to Current Issues/1:30
p.m./Room 301.

Tuesday, Jan. 2$
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p m American Logan Hall
Munay Info/753-8136
Racer Athletic Associanonmoon at
Sirloin Stockade
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
MSU/open 830 a.m -4.15 pm
Currie Center Gallery. MSU/open 11
•m-10 pm
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Can
ten, MSU/open 8 am -7:30 p.m
National Scouting Museum Trading
Post hours/10 a.m.-4 p.m

To Subscribe
To 'The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING 'tf
Open Mon Fn 7.5 Sat 7

Cooper
TIRES

NOCC

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400

Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Winter *SALE *
*g'd-

ers, Meghan King, Michaelle
Underwood, Carly Faughn,
Lauren Owens, Amy Richerson,
Lindsay Krouse, Chelsee Thompson, Chris Byars and D.J.
Hughes.
Attending from Calloway
County Middle were the
following:
Brandon Morris, Jessica Bybee, Jacob Caddas, Josh Sykes,
Kandis Garland, Becky Penningotn, Audra Todd, Whitni Steele,
Ashley Cook, Jessica Lemons,
Erin Heltsley, Annette Anderson,
Jacob Abbott, Melissa Richardson, Seth Bryant, Aaron Cowan,
Josh Schecter, Patrick Greer, Dexter Seniors activities/9:30 a.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
Brandon Williams, Brian Overby, senior
citizens' activities.
DeLisha Lampkins, Jermemy Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
Bolls, Brady Harris, Joey McDa- senior citizens' activities.
niel, Matt Lect and Austin Webb. Calloway County Public Library PaSponsors are Debbie Bell and rents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Kaye Warner for Murray Middle, Alzheimer's Disease Support
and Patricia Lassiter and Linda Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
Feltner for Calloway Middle.
next to cafeteria at MCCH.
Chaperones were Tommy 1nfo/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Greer, Lisa Rudolph, Sylvia Gar- Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club. Reservations/753-6113.
rison, Judy Krouse and Cindy Each
member invite a guest.
Trenholm.

C OFF
* 50
(
7
Friday, Jan. 31 & Saturday, Feb. 1st
SAVE
geady aiegailane

glassware, framed
prints,- books,
kitchenware,

kitchen & home
408 S. 12th SI, Murray
753-054.5

on bed linens, towels,

dinnerware
and MORE!

We are making room
for SPRING merchandise!
OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

Need Line to sponsor food budgeting workshop
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line is launching a Food Budgeting Workshop to promote proper
nutrition within struggling
families.
The program is designed to
provide super saver information
and hands-on activities to participants about nutrition and federal food programs.
The workshop is free and will
be offered at the Weaks Com-

munity Center on Thursdays from
10 to 11:30 a.m. beginning Feb. 5
and ending March 20.
The Food Budgeting Workshop
is six Thursday mornings that
cover the food guide pyramid, the
new food label, diet and disease
connection and super saver food
budgeting tips.
The program's goal is to educate participants on the important
role that good nutrition on a

Red Cross plans two courses
Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross will
conduct two first aid and CPR
classes entitled "Community First
Aid and Safety" in February.
The first class will be held on
two consecutive Tuesday nights:
Feb. 11 and 18 from 6 to 10 p.m.
The second class will be an allday Saturday class on Feb. 15
from 8:30 a.m. to about 5 p.m.
These classes will fill up soon.
If you need either of these classes, come by the Red Cross office in the Weaks Community

Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray,
as soon as possible to register
and receive the location. Office
hours are 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to
4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The Red Cross is currently taking names for a waiting list for a
lifeguard class. If you are at least
15 years old and a good strong
swimmer, call 753-1421 and get
your name on the list for the
class.
Red Cross is a United Way
agency.

budget plays in the well-being of
their children and families.
The program also offers information on federal food progrmas
to increase the food buying

power of those struggling to meet
all the needs of their families.
To sign up for the workshop,
contact Valorie at Need Line,
753-6333.

Ladies' Dress &
Casual Shoes
1st Pair Reg. Price
2nd Pair...

Snyder named as intern to
England by DePauw Center
GREENCASTLE, Ind. - Margaret E. Snyder of Murray will
serve as an intern with Eli Lilly
International Corporation in London, England, during the spring
semester through DePauw's Center for Management and
Entrepreneurship.
Snyder, a junior majoring in
communication at DePauw, is a
graduate of Murray High School.
She is the daughter of Phillip and
Deborah Sparks of 2213 Quail
Creek Dr., Murray.
The Center for management
and Entrepreneurship was established at DePauw in 1980 to prepare liberal arts students for leadership roles in private and public
sector management and to en-

courage the spirit of
entrepreneurship.
Admission to the center is
selective, based on academic
ability, intellectual curiosity,
leadership and interest in a management career.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
FOR BOTH MEN G WOMEN
767-0780

Nurse's Uniforms
753-9419
Downtown on Court S.uare
SUN.
1-6
• OPEN SUN. 1-6
OPEN
SUN.
1-ti
•
OPEN

Ask the Doctor
Relieffrom Sinus Problems
Sinus problems are caused by inflammation
of the mucous membranes that line the sinus
passages. Since this passageway is narrow, it is
therefore susceptible to obstruction due to
colds, allergies or the presence of polyps. When
the inflamed passageway cannot drain fluid, a
severe headache, face and neck pain, fever,
swelling and a stuffy nose are the result.
Sinus problems usually clear up after a

Pat Wesley
of
Springville, Tn.
lost 573/4 lbs. &
over 60 inches!!!
Pat began her weight loss program in Feb. 96. She successfully reached her goal,
completed our stabilization program and now is learning to keep her weight off through
our Maintenance Program. Join Pat and many others reach goals. Call Today!!
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develops, your physician may prescribe
antibiotics.
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recommended to medically treat allergies,
polyps or other underlying problems. Further

diagnostic testing and surgical procedures may
be necessary for relief of obstructive disease,
polyps, or tumors.
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Morgan-Haugh
MEDICAL

GROUP

220 West Walnut Street
Mayfield, Kentudy42066
(502)247-8100

Caringfor our Community
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ment free of dust and pollen. If chronic sinus
problems persist, a visit to your physician is
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Dr Maud Torah: completed his
residencies at UCLA and at the
f!rmrrutv of Nebraska Medical Center
lie is a member ofthe American
Academy of Otolamigology. American
Academy of Facial. Plastic &
Reconstructuv Surgery and American
Medical Association lie looted
Morgan-I-laugh Medical Group in
December of 1996

To reduce the chances of sinus problems,
suffers should stop smoking, install air filters
and humidifiers and keep the indoor environ-
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few days of bed rest, decongestant and steam
inhalation. If a secondary bacterial infection

Majld Torabl, M.D.
Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist
Head, Neck & Facial Reconstructive Surgery
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Super Bowl XXXI

Pack brings Lombardi home
Green Bay tops
Patriots 35-21
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer

File photo

Green Bay cornerback Doug Evans (above) intercepted a Drew Bledsoe
pass In Sunday's 35-21 Super Bowl victory, over the Patriots.

•••••

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The
Green Bay Packers finally have a
present to go with their past.
The 35-21 Super Bowl victory
over the New England Patriots on
Sunday hardly brought back memories of Vince Lombardi's
grind-it-out champions of the
'60s.
Instead, it was a high-powered
Pack — doing it with big plays,
especially by MVP Desmond
Howard — that returned Green
Bay to NFL prominence and put
the title back in "Titletown,
USA."

"1 think it's time that the Lombardi Trophy goes home to Lambeau Field, where it belongs,"
Packers president Robert Harlan
said.
It was Brett Favre finding the
duckwalking Andre Rison for a
54-yard touchdown on the Packers' second offensive play, then
throwing an 81-yard TD pass to
Antonio Freeman in the first minute of the second quarter to put
Green Bay ahead for good.
It was Howard scoring on a
99-yard kickoff return then striking an abbreviated Heisman pose
in the end zone, a dagger in the
heart of the Patriots, who had
closed to 27-21.
Howard, the first special teams
player ever to win MVP, finished
with a record 244 return yards.
The win was the 13th straight
for an NFC team and kept Bill

Parcells, who had two of those 13
That ensured that the Patriots
with the Giants in 1986 and
wouldn't strike back at the Pack1990, from becoming the first ers the way Howard had struck
coach to win a Super Bowl with
back at them.
two different franchises.
It started like a blowout by the
Instead, the Packers won the Packers, who fulfilled the high
trophy named for their storied expectations with which they encoach. It was Lombardi's teams tered the season — only Holmthat won the first two Super gren, who referred to the Super
Bowls.
Bowl as "that game" rather than
"Vince Lombardi had a wonby its name, tried to hold down
derful legacy for the rest of us. the exuberance.
Now we're just trying to do our
First there was the TD pass to
part, and we hope we can do it
Rison from Favre, who finished
for a long time to come," Pack14 of 27 for 246 yards. It was
ers coach Mike Holmgren said.
10-0 just 6:25 into the game after
There was, of course, time for
Doug Evans' interception set up
sentiment.
Chris Jacke's 31-yard field goal.
But by the end of the highestThe team that wanted to win
scoring first quarter in Super
one for Reggie White did it and
Bowl history, New England led
he contributed — getting two
straight sacks of Drew Bledsoe
14-10 on TD passes by Bledsoe
after Howard's return, and a third
• See Page 7
late in the game.

Mayes'eruption
leads to Racers'
win over MTSU
Mayes scores 33
in 78-72 triumph
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

UK celebrates
career day in
83-73 victory
at Arkansas

Murray St. 78, MTSU 72

Dcteri Mayes needed no more
motivation Saturday than having
his family in attendance. But it
didn't hurt that the opponent was
Middle -Tennessee.
--Mayes recorded a career-high 28
points the first time Murray State
met the Blue Raiders and he followed that effort with 33 points on
Saturday.
"The first time we played them
their coach (Randy Wicl) said they
didn't know me, that it was a surprise to them," Maycs said after the
Racers' 78-72 win in Racer Arena. the Ohio Valley Conference race,
"I took that as a negative. This improving to 6-3 in league play.
Eastern Illinois maintained its halftime it wasn't a surprise."
Mayes, a 6-3 junior guard, game lead over the Racers and
scored 14 of his 33 points in the fi- Austin Pcay with their 65-61 win
nal five minutes, including two free over Southeast Missouri Saturday
throws to tic the game at 62-62, night in Cape Girardeau.
and a basket a minute later which
Murray State hosts Tennessee
put the Racers up for good.
Tech tonight in the third game of a
Mayes, who never played high crucial four-game- home stand.
school basketball, was playing in
"We don't like to think two or
front of no less than five family three games ahead, but when we go
members who were watching him back on the road again we should
play Division I basketball for the be 8-5 and in first place," said
first time.
Mayes. "We're not done yet. We
And he put on a show.
want to take care of Tech first and
"I wouldn't say he's streaky, but then UT-Martin."
he gets in a zone sometimes,"
Murray State looked to be taking
Racer coach Mark Gottfried said of care of Middle Tennessee (12-7,
Mayes, who was 9-of-9 from the 5-4 OVC) Saturday until the Blue
free throw line and 4-of-9 from Raiders erased a 10-point Racer
3-point. "He was on a roll tonight."
Murray State (11-6) kept pace in • See Page 7

Lady Racers
cool MTSU's
shots for win

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8 Times photo

III See Page 7

Racer Football

T
fEF

Johnson introduced
at press conference

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

It wasn't likely that Middle Tennessee
could continue its three-point shooting clinic
for the whole game.
At least Eddie Fields hoped not.
The Lady Racer coach could only watch ea
a red-hot Middle dropped in 9-of-15 threepointers in the first half of Saturday's Ohio
Valley Conference game at Racer Arena.
MSU, however, trailed only 34-31 at halftime, and some defensive adjustments played
a part as Middle's three-point accuracy
dropped to 3-for-18 in the second half. That
enabled the Lady Racers to come back for a
72-61 win, Murray's second straight conference victory.
"In the first half we couldn't stop all those
threea," Fields said as his team improved to
6-11 overall, 3-6 in the OVC."But in the sec-

Showing signs of excitement,
humility and sadness, Denver Johnson was officially introduced as the
Racers' next football coach at a
press conference Saturday.

• See Page 7

"I can't tell you what a thrill it is
to be here today, but I'm going to
try," said Johnson, 38, a former offensive line coach at the University
of Oklahoma.
Johnson, along with his wife,
Danita, met members of the media
and fans who packed the Curris
Center's Barkley Room. Johnson
was presented a Murray State cap,
T-shirt and sweatshirt by MSU interim athletic director Dr. Jim
Frank.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times ph1519

Murray State interim athletic director Dr. Jim Frank (left) presents new Racer football coach Denver Johnson with an MSU cap and T-shirt during Saturday morning's press conference in the
Curris Center Barkley Room.
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FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) — The look
of this Kentucky team is changing quickly.
The Wildcats' 10-point victory over Arkansas was minutes old when a notes sheet was
distributed, pointing out career highs:
Nazr Mohammed — eight field goals, four
blocked shots.
Wayne Turner — nine shots, five steals.
Cameron Mills — 12 points, four field goals, five attempts, three free throws, five
aUempts.
Scott Padgett — three steals.
Jared Prickett — 8-of-10 free throws.
Allen Edwards — six assists.
That's what happens when a team loses its
best player (Derek Anderson) to a knee injury
and the next go-to guy (Ron Mercer) fouls out
with 4:05 to play.
Mohammed, who has dropped 60 pounds
since last season, made his first four shots and
missed only one of his nine attempts. He
scored six points after Mercer fouled out and
Arkansas cut the lead to 69-65.
"It seemed like every time he touched the
ball, he scored," Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson said.
The only tie was at 24 and that's when
Prickett made a free throw that started a 13-2
run. Prickett missed his second, but Edwards
put it back. Ali Thompson got trapped and
Padgett hit a 3. Another Thompson turnover
and another Padgett 3. A long pass by Pat
Bradley was a mistake and Anthony Epps
made another 3 for 37-26 with 4:43 to play.
Arkansas (10-6, 4-3 Southeastern Conference) got as close as 48-46, but a jumper by
Mercer and a stuff by Turner quickly expanded the lead.

Murray State's Chad Townsend (right) chases down a loose ball in front of Middle Tennessee's
Nod Carter in the first half of the Racers' 78-72 OVC win Saturday at Racer Arena. Townsend
scored 12 points and dished out five assists in the win.

MSU

shooting

By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer

MIDDLE TENN. (12-7)
Bailey 9-14 3-5 22. Carter 5-9 4-6 16,
Wampler 0-1 0-0 0, Duncan 3-7 1-2 9.
Moore 2-7 0-0 5, Ayer 1-2 1-1 3, Harden
1-1 0-0 2, Allen 0-4 4-6 4. Callender 1-4
0-0 2. Martinez 4-9 0-0 9 Totals 26-58
13-20 72.
MURRAY ST. (11-6)
Hamilton 1-2 0-0 2. Rainey 8-19 3-5 21,
Dahl 1-4 3-3 5. Townsend 6-10 0-1 12,
Mayes 10-18 9-9 33. Dawson 0-3 0-0 0,
Story 0-0 0-0 0, Page 2-7 0-0 5, Harris
0-0 0-0 0 Totals 28-63 15-18 78.
14eUt4ow,Murray Si. 34.--4Auldle Tenn,
29
3-point goals: Middle Tenn 7-22•
1t
0 ;
ter 2-5. Duncan 2-5, Bailey 1-2,
1-3, Martinez 1-4, Ayer 0-1, Allen 0-2),
Murray Si. 7-17 (Mayes 4-9. Rainey 2-4,
Page 1-1, Dawson 0-3) Fouled Out:
None Rebounds: Middle Tenn 39
(Bailey 10), Murray St 34 (Page 9) Assists: Middle Tenn 19 (Duncan 8), Murray St 13 (Townsend 5). Total fouls:
Middle Tenn, 17, Murray St. la.
Attendance: 3,784
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Johnson, named to replace Houston Nutt last Thursday, spoke for
more than 30 minutes, displaying
his humor and wit, as well as laying out his plan for Racer football.
He thanked officials from the
university as well as members of
the search committee, former
coaches and his wife. Johnson
welled up with emotion when talking about his father, who died of
cancer before seeing his son get his
first head coaching job.
"I wish my father was here today...," the coach said before a
long pause. "But...he is."
Johnson had his first coaches
meeting Saturday night, meeting
with defensive line coach Larry
McClain and graduate assistants
Justin Crouse and Cary Fowler to
lay out recruiting plans.
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Sports
BRIEFS
McCann, Hampton named Racer co-MVPs
Seniors David McCann and William Hampton were named co Most Valuable Players at the Murray State football banquet Sunday at the Curns Center
ballroom
McCann was a second team All OVC fullback while William Hampton was
a two-time first team All-American
Quarterback Mike Cherry was named the teams Most Valuable Offensive
Player and delensive end Anthony Hutch was named Most Valuable Delonsive Player Junior placekicker Rob Hart was named the top special teams
player and freshman punter Grant Pruitt was the Rookie of the Year Senior
Reuel Shepherd won the Stewart Award for leadership and Junior quarterback
Jonathan Criswell took home the Athletic Director's Award

1

FROM PAGE 6
of I yard to Keith Byars and 4
yards to Ben Coates.
And even after a I7-point second quarter by the Packers that
included the 81-yard bomb to
Freeman and 2-yard TD run by
Favre, New England was still in
it at 27-14.
And when Ted Johnson
stopped Dorsey Levens for a
7-yard loss on fourth and one at
the Pats 37 on the first drive of
the fourth quarter, New England
gained momentum.

They cut it to 27-21 on Curtis
Martin's 18-yard burst up the
middle with 3:27 left in the third
quarter.
But Howard took the kickoff,
burst up the middle and went
nearly untouched to the end zone
— only Hason Graham got a
hand on him. Then Favre hit
Keith Jackson in the back of the
end zone for a two-point conversion to give the Packers a
I4-point lead.
Bledsoe tried to rally the Patriots in the fourth quarter, but
could not. He finished with four

MSU track teams compete at SEMO
CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo — The Murray State track learn competed in the
Southeast Missoun State indoor dual meet this past weekend, with middle
distance runner Jason McKinney setting a new record in the 800-meter run
Running with a time of 1 57, the Junior broke the Southeast Missouri Student Recreation Center record he set last year when he ran the 800 meters in
1 57 5 Also garnering first place honors were junior Keith Jared in the 3,000
meters. freshman Reggie Clark in the long Jump and freshman Kevin Smudrick in the triple lump
On the women's side. Vladivostock, Russia native Polina Morozova took
second in the long and triple jump as freshman Sara Willis took second in the
high jump Other second place finishes for the Lady Racers were senior Charlene Shobe in the 400 meters, sophomore Stacy Pinter in the 600 meters,
sophomore Renee Haley in the 800 meters, senior Mernette Forde in the 200
meters and senior Phyllis Jackson in the 55-meter hurdles

OVC Basketball

EIU maintains lead
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(AP)
— Eastern Illinois mainlined its
hold on first place in the Ohio
Valley Conference Saturday
night, beating Southeast Missouri 65-61 in the Show Me
Center.
Eastern Illinois (9-7, 6-2 OVC)
got 17 points from guard Rick
Kaye and 13 from Kurt Cuffle.
SEMO was led in scoring by
Calvert White's 17.
Southeast Missouri (8-13, 5-4
OVC) trailed 32-29 at halftime
but fought back to take a twopoint lead midway through the
second half before EIU ran away
with the win.
SEMO's Bud Eley, coming off
a 34-point effort against Murray
State two days before, was held
to just 13 Saturday on 6-of-13

OVC Standings

E Illinois
Murray St.
Austin Peay
Middle Tenn
Tenn. Tech
SE Missouri
Morehead
Tenn. St
Tenn -Martin
E Kentucky

Conf.
W
6
6
6
5
5
5
3
3
2
2

L
2
3
3
4
1
4
5
5
6
7

AllGms
W L
9 7
11
6
9 10
12
7
9 8
8 12
5 11
5 11
5 12
4 13

Austin Peay 85, EKU 68
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Bubba Wells scored 27 points,
handed out five assists, blocked two
shots and stole the ball twice to lead
Austin Peay 85-68 over Eastern
Kentucky Saturday night.
Austin PeEiy (9-10, 6-3 Ohio Valley Conference) broke a home record shooting the ball, hitting 62.5
percent that topped the 60.7 shot
against Murray State in 1977.

shooting.

Tenn. Tech 64, UT-Martin 62,
OT

•Lady Racers...
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ond half we were able to cover
both the inside and outside."
MTSU's Jessica Beaty and
Courtney Neely each connected
on four 3-pointers in the first half
while Carlita Elder added one.
"We had talked about Beaty
and how she shoots, and when
she started hitting them, it was
like we were saying 'Who's
she?'" Fields said. "We were
worried about stopping (Jonelda)
Buck inside, but we also knew
they could shoot the ball. Hitting
nine threes in one half will keep
you in any game."
But Murray State, which got
two treys from Misty Pierceall,
another from Bobbi Coltharp and
14 points from Stephaine Minor
during the same span, trailed by
only three points at halftime.
The lead changed hands several times early in the second half
until a layup by MSU's Sarah
Higgins tied the game at 52-52

NASHVILLE, Tenn (AP) — Jason
Johnson scored 25 points as Tennessee State beat Morehead State
90-82 Saturday.

is

Jacke's 31-yard field goal
made it 20-14.

Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
David King

901 Sycamore

NBA STANDINGS
W L
Pet OS
30 12 714 —
'4
30 13 MI
21 21 500 9
19 19 SCO 9
11 29 275 18
9 30 231 1184
9 33 214 21
Cents,' DivIeloo
Chicago
37 5 Mil
Dentin
30 11 732
Atlanta
26 12 700
Charlotte
24 le 571 13
Cleveland
23 le 561 134
Miwauket
21 21 500 16
19 21 475 17
Toronto
14 27 341 224
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Steepest Division
W I. Pet 1311
Hopson
32 11 744 —
Usti
29 13 600 254
Unmeant
19 23 452 174
Dallas
14 26 350 164
Denver
13 30 302 19
San Antonio
11 29 275 194
Vanceinew
• 26 102 244
Peak Division
L.k Laker.
31 12 721
Sante
30 13 698
Portland
25 18 581
SacrameMo
18 25 419 13
L A. Gloom*
16 24 400 13i/i
Golden State
16 25 390 14
Phoenix
15 27 357 164
aundey's Games
Ni. Yoh 95. Wand 89
lAktieulte• 94, San Anon° 76
IA Laken 104. Seattle 103
Monday'. Games
Phoenix at Mane. 630 pm
Vancovier at Dokter, Sten 9 30 p m
May
Nam Yon
Washington
Ore ride
New Jersey
BOVOM
laclephia

II Racers...
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vert the three-point play and push
the lead to 72-67.
Middle pulled within 74-72 before Vincent Rainey's 10-foot jumper and Mayes' two free throws
closed out the Blue Raiders with
:14.6 left.
"Wow. That was amazing,"
Mayes said when told he scored 10
points in a little more than two minutes. "You don't think about it,
you just stay in the flow. Vincent
has done it all year and sometimes
someone else has to step up."
Rainey scored 21 points, but had
his string of double-doubles
stopped at six consecutive games
with just five rebounds. Rainey, as
well as Mayes and point guard
Chad Townsend, got a long
breather on the bench in the first
half.
"This week we have three games
in five days and we just needed to
give some guys some blows," said
Gottfried. "Looking back at (at the
Morehead loss) I thought we got
tired."
Murray State will have to play
the rest of the season without
freshman forward Michael Turner,
who broke his right foot againt
SEMO and will miss the rest of the
season.
Murray State led 36-29 at halftime behind Mayes' 13 first-half
points.

753-8355

Tuesday's Games
Portland at Toronto, 6 p m
Boston at Ni. York. 630 pm
Cleveland at New J•Illay., 630 pm
-Elelendo-vP-Watithqterr-61011/tt—
Citations at Indiana, 630 pm.
Pomo at laNraukee, 7 p m
Sacramento it Minnesota. 7 p m
LA Laken at Dania, 73O p.m
Denver at Utah. • pm
Chicago at Vancouver. 9 pm.
Atlanta at LA Clippers, 9 30 p m
*Wholes'''. Games
Toronto at Philadelpha, 630 pm
Phoenix at Orlando, 630 p
Boston at Mane. 6 30 p m
Indiana at Charlene, 6 30pm.
Ni. York at Cleveland, 630 pm
Portend at Detroit. 630 p m
LA Laken at San Antonio. 730 pm
Seattle at Golden Slats. 930 pm

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Sunday's Scores
EAST
Boston U 78, Towson St 69
Canieus ea, St. Peters 52
Dattavatni 70, Northeastern 66
Dreier 77, NIIVI Hampshire 74. 201
Fairfield 74, Siena 64
Holing SO, keens e6
Indiana 70, Penn Si 55
lona 91. Niagara 90, 20T
Loyola. Md 71I, Manhattan 56
Salon hall 75, Rutgers 72
Syracuse 65, Connecticut 53
SOUTH
Meryland 74, Duke 70
North Cantina 61, Clemson 48
MIDWEST
Marquette 61. DePaut 49
SOUTHWEST
Kentudry $3 Arkansas 73
Texas 78, Missouri 74
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Racer Athletic
Association Meeting
r

Tuesday, January 28
at Noon
Sirloin Stockade

,••
r

Join us and Coach Mark Gottfried
to discuss Racer Basketball!

IF YOU DO THIS...

YOU WILL FEEL LIKE DOING THIS..

•Kentucky...
"Without question, the difference in the game was Wayne
Turner," Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said. "Every time there
was a loose ball in the backcourt,
he came up with it."

Minor finished with a gamehigh 29 points, connecting on
9-of-I0 shots from the field and
11 of 15 at the free throw line,
while Pierceall added a careerhigh 23 points, making good on
4-of-6 three-pointers and 7-of-8
free throws.
For the game, Murray State
was 22 of 41 overall, including a
smoking 10 of 16 in the second
half; 5-of-8 from thre-point range
and 23 of 31 at the free throw
line. MSU outrcbounded Middle
38-28, with Minor grabbing 11
boards.
The Lady Racers host Tennessee Tech tonight at 5:15.

On New England's next possession. Terry Glenn made an
acrobatic catch over Eugene Robinson to complete a 44-yard
play that put the ball on the
Green Bay 4.
On the following play, Bledsoe
found Coates at the rear of the
end zone and it was 14-10 with
2:35 still kit in the highestscoring first quarter in Super
Bowl history. The most notable
thing on that drive may have
been a 2-yard run by Martin that
ended a run of 11 straight pass
plays by the Patriots.
The New England defense continued to persevere, holding the
Packers without a first down on
four possessions after the FavreRison touchdown until early in
the second period.
But that ended quickly in the
first minute of the second quarter.
The Packers had a first down
on their own 19 when Favre spotted safety Lawyer Milloy alone
on Freeman in the slot. Sprung
by loose by an audible, Freeman
streaked past the defensive back.
Favre found him perfectly and
suddenly it was an 81-yard touchdown — the longest play from
scrimmage in Super Bowl history
— and a 17-14 lead for Green
Bay.

SCOREB0A_RD

AN Thins CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE

FROM PAGE 6

learn.

pass interference in the end zone
on Shawn Jefferson, Bledsoe
found Byars for a 1-yard score
that made it 10-7.

"Your more than one company agency."
Tann. St. 90, Morishisad 82

MARTIN, Tenn (AP) — Marc
Glanton scored his three points in
overtime as Tennessee Tech edged
Tennessee-Martin 64-62 Saturday
night after blowing a 14-point lead

lead with a 9-0 run midway
through the second half to pull
within 54-53 with 9:06 to play.
Middle, led by Roni Bailey's 22
points, tied the game a minute Ilter
and took a 60-58 lead at the 5:33
mark on a Nod Carter jumper.
It was the second game in three
days the Racers let an opponent
come back from a double-digit deficit at home.
"Basketball is a game of spurts
and good teams are going to have
them," explained Gottfried, whose
Racers let slip a 14-point lead on
Thursday only to fight off SEMO
for the win in the closing seconds.
"Dominant teams can eliminate
spurts and we're not a dominant
team."
Mayes single-handedly stopped
the bleeding with his deadly shooting from outside and his slashing
moves to the basket.
Middle claimed a 62-60 lead
with 4:46 to play before Mayes'
free throws tied the game. A Mayes
jumper gave the Racers a 64-62
lead, and he then picked up a steal
which led to Aaron Page's 14-foot
jumper.
Mayes increased the lead to
69-64, but Middle's Torrey Moore
buried a jumper to pull MTSU
within two. With 2:02 left, Mayes
hit a layup and free throw to con-

with 7:49 remaining. A Pierceall
three less than a minute later
gave Murray State the lead for
good 55-52.
Middle, which dressed only
eight players, stayed within six
points until the closing moments
of the game. The final margin
was the largest lead for either

interceptions, going 25 of 48 for
253 yards.
The first half was so explosive
that the only time to come up for
air was on Green Bay's third
touchdown drive, a nine-play
74-yard march that took up 5:59
and gave the Packers a 27-14
lead at halftime.
Favre capped it with a 2-yard
bootleg into the end zone on
which he extended the ball over
the goal line with his right hand
as he went out of bounds. Levens
ran four times for 33 yards in the
drive, the first time in the game
either team was able to move on
the ground.
Otherwise, it was punch and
counterpunch.
The Packers got in the first
blow, when Rison turned around
Otis Smith and took Favre's perfect pass over the middle for a
54-yard score. He duckwalked
into the end zone, one reason
why Holmgren first said when
when he heard of Rison's availability: "He may not be our type
of player."
It became 10-0 on the next series after Doug Evans' interception of Bledsoe set up Jackc's
37-yarder.
Just when it looked like the
rout was on, New England came
back.
On the next series, Byars broke
two tackles and rumbled 32 yards
with a screen pass, then Martin
took a short pass for Bledsoe and
went 20 more. After Green Bay's
Craig Newsome was called for

Kentucky (18-2, 6-1) held its
first 19 opponents to 39.2 percent
from the field and Arkansas
barely topped that with 26 of 64
for 40.6 The Wildcats had been
averaging 27 points per game off
turnovers and got 34 that way
against the Razorbacks.

Nobody can protect your
Auto any better than we can!
Look to us for quality auto insurance coverage. Low rates,
attractive discounts, andfast,fair claims service. Call us today.
Haverstock
211 S. 12th St.
and —
Murray, Ky. 42071
Suiter
Auto
Insurance Agency 753-3415 Stets
Insurance

• Aerobics Class • Slide Aerobics • Abdominals Class • Step Aerobics • Body Toning • Free
Weights • Circuit Weight Training • Fitness Assessments • Stair Climbers • Treadmills • Life Cycles
• Aqua Fitness • Lap Swim • Bicycles • Babysitting • Trainers • Massage • Nutritional Analysis
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DID YOU KNOW??
• THE MAGIC NUMBER IS. —Murray
State has won 48 of their last 49 games when
scoring 80 points, including a 7-0 mark this
year. Their lone loss in the span was a 89-85
decision to Missouri in last year's NIT.
• MOVIN'ON UP — With 380 poirts this
season, Vincent Rainey has 1,612 for his career moving him into eighth place on the alltime hst. Rainey became MSU's 25th 1,000
point scorer last year and became only the
Ilth player to record over 1,500 points in a
career at Murray State this season.
• SERIES NOTES — Murray State owns
a 95-30 lead in the all-time series with Middle
Tennessee including a 49-10 advantage in
Murray. However, the Blue Raiders snapped
MSU's seven game win streak in the series
with an 85-72 victory at MTSU earlier this
season.
• VERSUS OVC — MSU owns a 388-247
(.611)all-time record in OVC play. A founding member ofthe league, Murray State has
won more championships(15)than any other
active member of the OVC. The Racers are
the three-time defending conference chain.
pions.
• HOME SWEET HOME — The Racers
have tallied an impressive 201-36 record in
Racer Arena since the 198041 season MSU
is 434-126 all-time in Cutchin Fieldhouse/
Racer Arena. MSU has also posted a 41-7
record versus OVC teams at home in the 590s.
Murray State is 7-0(3-0 OVC)at home this
season.
• STINGEY "D" — The Racers are the
second ranked defense in the OVC limiting
opponents tojust 41.8 percent from the floor.
MSU has not allowed an opponent to shoot
50 percent or over from the fidd this season.
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• THREE AMIGOS — This season MSU
opponents have been faced with defending
a very potent offense attack featuring a trio
ofweapons. VU10:11 Rimy(23.7 ppgj, Detcri
Mayes(19.9 ppg)and Chad Townsend(12.6
ppg)are combining for 72%cfMSU's points
and taking 70% ofthe team's shots from the
floor and 78% ofthe free throws.

VIDEO SUPER STORE

M-T-T 2:30-7:00
F: 2:30-6:00
SAT: 10:00-5:00
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**The $10,000 SuperShot by GTE Mobilnet
**The Taco John's 100 point challenge
**The McDonald's Victory Celebration

Name
DJ.Dahl
Darren Dawson
Chad Townsend
Jarrod Martin
Jeremy Story
Arnell Hamilton
Aaron Page
Vincent Rainey
Aaron Mansfield
Mau Harris
Mike Turner
Deteri Mayes
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boards versus Southeast Missouri State.

STATISTICAL
COMPARISON
(msu vs Middle Tennessee)

502-753-2744

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
swoon the game!

Tine
Dale
C
November
W, I14-45
23 ZELMONT
W, tS-73
2$ 1UPUI
December
I. 85-72
2 at Middle Tennessee
W, 117-114
5 ALCORN STATE
kV, 110-80
7 CAM PBELLSVII,L E
L, 70-69
14 at Arkansas State
L, 61-54
1$ at St. Louis
•86-72
21 Auburn (in Birmingham, Ala.)
28 Alcorn State (in Jackson, Miss.) W, 64-62
January
W, 80-68
6 at UT-Martin
L, 76-64
9 at Eastern Illinois
W, 15-71
11 AUSTIN PFAV
W, 87-75
13 TENNESSEE STATE
W. 60-59
I 8 M Eastern Kentucky
L, 86-78
20 at Morehead State
W, 77-75
23 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
4 pait
25 MIDDLE TENNESSEE
7:45 pm
27 TENNESSEE TECH
February
4 pal
1 UT-MARTIN
7:45 pm
6 at Southeast Missouri
7:45 pm
8 at Tennessee State
pm
10 at Austin Peay
7 pm
13 as Tennessee Tech
4 pa
15 MOREHEAD STATE
7:45 pm
17 EASTERN KENTUCKY
745 pum
111- EASTERN ILLIN0111-----'",-T BA
25 OVC. Tournament (First Round)
T BA
27 OVC Tournament (Semifinals)
March
I pm
1 OVC Tournament (Finals)
(Nashville, Tenn.)

doubles (pts/rebs) with 25 points and 10

For All Your
MSU Apparel
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Join In The Fun At
MSU Racer Home Games

• DOUBLIN' UP — Vincent Rainey extended his streak 'to six straight double-
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Murray, KY 42071
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"Buy, Sell, Trade"
616 S. 4th St.

Murray State vs Tennessee Tech
Tonight at 7:45 p.m.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Geraldine English Freeman
Mrs. Geraldine English Freeman, 80, Calven City, died Saturday,
Jan. 25, 1997, at 7:40 p.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home.
She had formerly operated a grocery store in the Briensburg community with first husband, Ovie L.(Toad) English. She was a member
of Briensburg Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband; her second husband,
Marshall Freeman, and one sister. She was the daughter of the late
Otho Franklin and 011ie Fergerson Franklin.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judy Jaco, and one son, Bill
English, Benton; three stepchildren, Billy Freeman and Mrs. Peggy
parrish, Benton, and Mrs. Alva Lou Lovett, Hardin; two sisters, Mrs.
Irene Wyatt and Mrs. Elizabeth McKendree, Benton; three grandchildren; 10 stepgrandchildren; two great-grandchildren; several
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher and the Rev.
Monty Hodges will officiate. Burial will follow in Briensburg
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Lourdes
Hospice Association.

Armando Daniel Limas
Armando Daniel Limas, 22, of North 13th Street, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 26, 1997, at 2:30 a.m. at his home.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of arrangements.

Ms. Chom Sue Perry
Ms. Chom Sue Perry, 43, South Fifth Street, Murray, died Friday,
Jan. 24, 1997, at 3:50 p.m. from injuries sustained in a two-car accident on Murray-Pans Road.
A native of Korea, she was employed by Jacket of Murray.
Services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Sunset Funeral Home, Frankfort. Burial will follow in Sunset Memorial Park,
Frankfort.
Friends may call at the funeral home in Frankfort from 4 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local
arrangements.

Keith Alan Boyle
Keith Alan Boyle, 34, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 24, 1997, at 3:50
p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a two-car accident on
Murray-Paris Road.
Born Nov. 29, 1962, he was the son of Verta Boyle and the late
Marvin Boyle.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Verta Boyd, Murray; two
daughters, Megan Boyle and Ashley Boyle, and one son, Cameron
Boyle, Georgetown; one sister, Mrs. Jewell Garner and husband, Gerald, and one foster brother, John Newberry, Murray; four nephews,
Terry Garner, Kevin Garner and wife, Belinda, and Roger Garner and
wife, Sharon, all of Murray, and Darren Garner, Houston, Texas.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. John Dale will officiate. Singing will be by singers
from Glendale Road Church of Christ. Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.

Mrs: Delma Calhoon
The funeral for Mrs. DeIma Calhoon was Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Reid Bennett and James West
officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenny Kingins, Kim Kingins, David Kingins,
Larry Crutcher, Lynn Doores and Billy Pritchard. Burial was in New
Concord Cemetery.
Mrs. Calhoon, 83, Rt. 5, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 24, 1997, at 1
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of Christ. One
brother, Howell Doores, and one grandchild, Michael Kingins, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Doores.
Survivors include her husband, Lonzo Calhoon; one daughter, Mrs.
Debbie Kingins, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ruby West and husband,
James, Mayfield; two grandchildren, Kenny Kingins and wife,
Lanette, New Concord, and Kim Kingins and friend, Roseanna Nicholas; one great-grandchild, Trice Kingins.

Mrs. Ilene C. Rogers
Services for Mrs. Ilene C. Rogers were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis and the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiated. Mrs. Allene Knight was pianist.
Entombment was in Green Hills Memorial Gardens Mausoleum at
Hopkinsville.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Arthritis Foundation.
Mrs. Rogers, 79, Riley Court, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 24, 1997, at
10:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Melvin C. Rogers, died Nov. 28, 1989. Born Aug. 29,
1917, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Cas Colson and Betty Smith Colson. She was a member of First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Reba Herndon, Murray; several
nieces and nephews; several great-nieces and nephews.

Bobby Ray Riddle

Mrs. Ruby Bullard Berryman
Mrs. Ruby Bullard Berryman, 65, of luka. Miss., sister of Homer
Bullard of Murray, died Saturday morning, Jan. 25, 1997, at Tishomingo County Hospital there.
Her husband, Leon Berryman, one son, Jerry Berryman, and her
mother, Mrs. Pearl Morris Bullard, preceded her in death.
She was a member of a Baptist Church. She had attended Murray
Training School when her family lived here while her father, Owen
Bullard, worked with TVA.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lateria Daniels and husband,
Mike, and her father, Owen Bullard, Murray; two sisters. Mrs. Marie
Jones, luka, and Mrs. Louise Winstead, Pascagoula. Miss.; one
brother, Homer Bullard and wife, Vannetta, Murray; several nieces
and nephews including Mrs. Jackie Hill and husband, David, Murray.
The funeral was today in the chapel of Cutshall Funeral Home,
luka. Burial was in a cemetery there.

Bobby Ray Riddle, 45, Crossland Road, Murray, died Sunday, Jan.
25, 1997, at 9 p.m. at his home. His death followed an illness of two
months.
He was district manager for Purina Mills, Inc., and a member of
Westside Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Dowkin Riddle, to whom
he was married on March 3, 1973; one son, Jared Riddle, Murray; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David E. Riddle, Monroe, La.; two sisters, Mrs.
Sandra Snapp and husband, Manco, Harrington, Ill., and Mrs. Brenda
Conds and husband, Tom, Band, Ore.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Murray-Calloway County Hospice Program.

Mrs. Virginia May Merrell
Mrs. Virginia May Merrell, 59, Paris, Tenn., died Friday, Jan. 24,
1997, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
Born Oct. 4, 1937, in Holladay, Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Ben Sanders and Jane Clement Sanders.
Survivors include her husband, Thomas Merrell, to whom she was
married on June 11, 1977; two daughteas,-Mti. Gale Barnhart, Paris,
and Mrs. Joan Hilt-Ferguson, New Concord; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Sheryl Clendenin and Ms. Anita Merrell, Paris; two sisters, Mrs. Rettah Rogers, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Ann Giglioui, Morristown,
Tenn.; two grandchildren, Gregg Barnhart and Eddie Hilt; two stepgrandchildren, Chad Wagner and Brandon Merrell.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris. Gerry Nash will officiate.
Pallbearers will be James Martin, Dewey Rogers, David Crowder,
Jody Cole, William Cole and Gary Cole. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris.
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84 Utterback Rd. - Murray, KY

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Six students to take part
in MSU piano competition

Tie very BEST in IWiretnent
and Assisted Living

grade student at Paducah Tilghman
High School and piano student ofDr. Stephen Brown;
-Alicia
Gabriela
Martinez,
ninth-grade student at Villa Walsh
Academy, East Hanover, NJ., and
piano student of Miyoki Lotto;
•Courtney Edwards, ninth-grade
student at Christ Presbyterian
Academy, Nashville, Tenn., and
piano student of Dr. Craig Nies;
•Nathan Hughes, 11th-grade student at Murray High School, and
piano student of Dorothy Mason.
Dr. Richard Scott, associate professor in the MSU department of
music is serving as coordinator for
the event. For additional information call (502) 762-4288.

— Contact Katherine- Morris 502;753--53trar
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray. KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)
.
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Stock Market Report
Real lad. Avg..647714 • 1111
Air Products......... 701/s - 11/4
38'/s+ 'Is
AT &
Bell South
4254 - 1/3
Briggs & Stratton.- 443/4 unc
Bristol Myers Squibb 12054 • 14
CBT Corp. Ky....22 B 23 A
Chrysler....-.....-.-... 351/8 Dean Foods.............. 313/. mac
+ 3/8
Ford Motor............. 33I/ - 54
General Electric -1001/4 - 114
General Motors.-- 6154 Goodrich...-.....-.-..- 3814
Goodyear ..-.-..-.-... 531/4 - 1/2
I B
• 54
Ingersoll Rand--...... 44 +
DOW

pre

S/8

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

K U Energy -..-.-.. 3014 'Is
481/4 - 1/4
Lucent Tech-..-.-... 521/4 -Is
Mattel ................ 277/s - 1/4
McDonalds .—..-.-... 4414 - 5/s
Merck
- 1/4
95'/s- 1/14
Microsoft
J.C. Penney............. 475/s - 1/4
Peoples First 251/4 B 161/2 A
Quaker Oats........... 371/2 - 5/s
Schering-Plough.--711/2 • 'Is
Texaco..................... 10614 - 3/4
Time Warner..-.-...
- 'Is
- 14
Wal-Mart................. 2254 - 1/2

•Holiard Lyons Is 8 Markel maker in th.• siock
UNC once unchanged

lyonc
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Whipping cream is about 30 to
35 percent butterfat. Sour cream is
about 20 percent butterfat, coffee
cream about 20 percent butterfat
and half and half, ten to 12 percent
butterfat.

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
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FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This enbre examinabon is FREE
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.
OSCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU. THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. DOMINATION OR TREATMENT IM4ICH IS PERFORMED AS A RE SUL T OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONOMO TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE ELIMINATION OR TREATMENT •

-Standard & High Risk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

130.115-411.0
$41411.43.411
$44.41444.1114
43141114.3.MI
1111L141•30.1M1
1132.40.34.411

GENERAL • MICHELIN

:.";•

Mrs. Lucille C. West, 79, Sterling Heights, Mich., died Friday, Jan.
24, 1997, at Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, Mich.
She had retired from Fred Sanders Confectionary. Born Jan. 27,
1917, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Noah Cochran and Hattie Doublin Cochran. One brother, Paul W. Cochran,
also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Clarence West; two daughters, Mrs.
Marctta Jones, Lake Orion, Mich., and Mrs. Patricia Phillippe, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Don Cooper will officiate.
Entombment
will follow in Highland Park Mausoleum.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday).

Funeral rites for Mrs. Christine Graham were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Brett
Miles and the Rev. Randolph Allen officiated. Max McGinnis was
soloist.
Pallbearers were Larry Blakely, Brian Maness, Ronnie Blakely, Doc
Turner, Monk Stallons and Randy Kursave. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Graham, 81, of Murray, died Friday, Jan. 24, 1997, at 5:48
p.m. at the West View Nursing Home.
Her husband, James Ryan Graham, died in June 1981. Born Sept. 3,
1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Walter
Blakely and Essie Hargrove Blakely. She was a member of the Northside Baptist Church in Murray.
Survivors include two sons, Jerry Graham and his wife, Jackie, and
David Ryan Graham and wife, Rosemary, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Lorenc Byers, Murray; four grandchildren, LaDon Haley and husband,
Michael, Tim Graham, Kristi Graham and Allison Graham; two greatgrandchildren, Adam Haley and Jason Haley.
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Mrs. Lucille C. West

Six young music students will
compete for cash and a variety of
prizes at the Pre-College Piano
Concerto Competition, Saturday,
Feb. 1, at Murray State University.
Performances will begin at 1 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The program is co-sponsored by the department of music at Murray State
University and the Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
For their competition, students
will perform movements of piano
concertos by Bach, Mozart, Grieg,
Scriabin and Gershwin. The first
place winner will be announced
following the performances and will
receive a $500 cash prize from the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra, invitation to perform with the Paducah Symphony Orchestra on March
1,1997, music scholarship to attend
Murray State University (if eligible), and an award plaque. A cash
prize of $150 from WKMS-FM
91.3 will be awarded to the second
place winner.
Contestants for the event include:
-Jena& Carlson, 10th-grade student at Murray High School and
piano student of Dr. Stephen
Brown;
-Matthew
Hull, ninth-grade
home-schooled student from Humboldt, Tenn., and piano student of
Alice Adams, Jackson;
•Carlo Vinceui Frizz°, 12th-

Ilbs
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lbs
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kw
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CALL for your FREE sc)pointroont NOW!

Ross Insurance
Agency

$30
VALUE

600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

mma

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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blind box ads.
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010

Legal
Notice

ORDINANCE NO. 97-1
AN ORDINANCE relating to the prohibition of carrying concealed
weapons on government property.
Be it ordained by the Fiscal Court of the County of Calloway,
Commonwealth of Kentucky:
It is hereby declared that the purpose oflocal government is to serve
the people ofitsjurisdiction to the best ofits ability in a spirit of peace
and cooperation. It is to assure the safety ofthe citizens, officers and
employees of said government and to solve problems in a positive
mood of accord.
The Fiscal Court ofthe County of Calloway, after due consideration,
has determined that this purpose can best be met by the absence of
concealed deadly weapons in the places where such proceedings take
place.
Now, therefore, under the authorization of KRS Chapter 237, the
County of Calloway does hereby prohibit the carrying of concealed
weapons into and on the grounds ofall buildings and property owned,
leased or controlled by the government of Calloway County. The
provisions of this ordinance, as enacted under KRS Chapter 237,
shall not be deemed to be a violation of KRS 65.870.
Section 1: All buildings or portions of buildings where the carrying of
concealed deadly weapons is prohibited shall be clearly identified by
signs posted at the entrance to the restricted area.Such signs shall be
a minimum of eighteen (18)inches square and shall read as follows:
"The Possession of Concealed Deadly Weapons, even with proper
permit, are hereby Prohibited on This Property."
Section 2: Any person or persons violating this ordinance may be
denied entrance to the building or ordered to leave the building.
Section 3: Any employee of the county government or of any elected
official of the county, excluding peace officers, who violates this
cliorirlireary

Section 4:The provisions ofthis ordinance shall not apply to property
owned by a unit of county government but used as public housing by
private persons.
Section 5: The adoption of this ordinance shall be deemed to serve as
public notice that the carrying of concealed deadly weapons shall be
prohibited on all county property which shall also be posted
accordingly.
Section 6: Effective Date: This ordinance shall be effective on an

after
INTRODUCED, SECONDED, AND GIVEN FIRST READING
APPROVAL at a duly convened meeting of the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky, held on the 9th day of Jan., 1997.
GIVEN SECOND READING AND ADOPTED at a duly convened
meeting of the Fiscal Court of Calloway County, Kentucky, held on
the
, 1997.
day of
The public hearing will be at 1:30 p.m. in the Weaks Community
Center during the meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court on
February 13, 1997.
J.D. Williams
County Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, KY

020
Notice

Notice

ALTERATIONS Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

CANCER
INSURANCE

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon Sat. 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 CO Buys mens women.
children jeans sweaters.
sweat shirts, dresses Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles Call 489-2243 or
753 6981

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free intorma
bon call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-fres local clalfr sanoce

MERCHANDISE
120
Computers
130 ...
For Sole or Trocse
140
Wont To Buy
150
Articles For Sole
155
160

470

Motorcycles

483

485
490
495
500

Auto Services
Auto Parts
. Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

510
520

Campers
Boats & Motors

nin

440

Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners

195
200

Sewing Macnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

210

Firewood

220
240
260
380

Muscal

Horne Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

420
430
435

Home Furnisrxngs

170
180

450
460

MISCELLANEOUS

miscellaneous

410
540

IV & RocIo
Pets & Supplies

560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

060
Legal
Notice

tNIP
Wanted
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If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199
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check Ihe Ore Insertion ot
Melt ads tot any error. Murray
Lodger & Times will be responsible tot only one incorrect irwettion. Any error
should be reported knmedtately so corrections can be
mods.
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1
Suite

Mon.-Frt. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

Ph

Drsacnnt•s ant 2 days
hr advancer

Help Purchase Two
CairnsIRIS"^ Helmets

Wanted

UNHE
STORNI

Mail Your Donations To:
A LOCAL business now
hiring manager trainee
Send resume to PO Box
1040-B, Murray. KY

Dyer County School Board (owner)
Dyer County, Tennessee
Separate sealed bids for Concrete Forming
and Placement including necessary Excavation, Forming,Reinforcing,and Concrete for
New Dyer County Middle School-West(Upper Finley Road)will be received by Dyer Co.
Board of Education at their office - 159
Everett Avenue, Dyersburg, Tennessee
38024 until 2:00 p.m. S.T. Tuesday, February 4, 1997 and then at said office publicly
opened and read aloud.
The information for Bidders, Form of Bid,
Form of Contract, Plans,Specifications, and
Forms and Bid Bond, Performance and
Payment Bond, and other contract documents may be examined at the following:
Dyer County School Board's Construction
Manager
Centex Forcum Lannom, Inc.
350 Jere Ford Memorial Highway
Dyersburg, Tennessee 38024
F.W. Dodge Plan Room
5865 Hyatt Ridgeway Parkway
Suite 101
Memphis, Tennessee 38120
West TN Plan Room
124-D Devonshire Square
Jackson, Tennessee 38305
Copies may be obtained at the office of
Centex Forcum Lannom,Inc.,located at 350
Jere Ford Memorial Highway, Dyersburg,
Tennessee upon payment of$150.00for each
set (non-refundable).
":I • "
-Thtr-Owrrer retre • • . •
information or to reject any or all bids.
Each bidder must be a Licensed Contractor
in the State ofTennessee for performing the
type of work described.

Each bidder must deposit with his bid,
security in the amount,form and subject to
the conditions provided in the Information
for Bidders.
No bidder may withdraw his bid within
Sixty (60) days after the actual date of the
opening thereof.
(Date) January 14, 1997

060

NURSES Aide, full-time,
11pm-7am, prefer experience but will tram Good
working conditions & pleasant atmosphere Apply in
person Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr.
PLASTICS MANUFACTURER SEEKING TOOL
ROOM MANAGER We are
searching for an agressive
individual with a vision to
build and run a world class
tool repair department to
support a $35mrp injection
molding operation. Successful candidate will have
a minimum of 10 years
experience in injection
molding, 5 years as a journeyman Experience in
building and repairing
molds a must. To apply
send resume to: PO Box
766, Hopkinsville. KY
42241. Attention Rita
Brown.
SECRETARY for small
construction company
Word Processing skills a
must Must be able to deal
well with public Also, light
Send sesume to PO Box 1308,
Murray
SENIOR Citizens Organization is looking for a part
time meal delivery/ custodian Must be able to lift 35
pounds, use a large mop
and have a good knowledge of Calloway county
Monday- Friday, four hours
daily All applicants must be
55 years of age or older and
be 125% of income guidelines Send resumes to
607 Poplar St Box 105,
Murray, KY 42071
SONIC of Murray is now
hiring cooks, fountains &
car hops for day shift
Please apply in person only
at Sonic, 217 S 12th St No
phone calls please

060
Hole
Wanted

HELP WANTED Earn up
to $500 per week assembling products at home No
INFO
experience
1-504-646-1700 DEPT
KY 2021

Help
Wanted

"Eyes In The Dark"
P.O. Box 162, Murray, Ky

THE Homeplace- 1850, at
TVA's Land Between the
Lakes is seeking an historical interpreter/ guide for a
seasonal, hourly position
Duties include farming in a
traditional male role, with
draft animals and historic
tools, and providing demonstrations or programs
about the 1850 era Applicant should have at least a
High School diploma plus
two years of university
courses or equivalent experience. Hourly rate of pay
is competitive, no benefits
Send letter of application
and resume to The
Homeplace- 1850, 100 Van
Morgan Drive, Golden
Kentucky
Pond.
42211-9001

Sponsored by Murray Woman's Club

Wigg

Temporary Position

2 miles
4-Lane Acre

The Murray Ledger & Times Newspaper
has a FT/PT temporary position available
for approximately 8-12 weeks. Applicant
must have computer knowledge, typing,
telephone and customer service skills.
Apply in person at the

E-Z Terms

Murray Ledger & Times

CA RPE1

1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky.

Doing

Is.
First Quality
WE STAI,

070

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNMES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROFIT SHARING!!

Domestic
& Childcare
CHILD Care Services of
ered Open weekdays
7am 5pm Call 753-3193

Jim Knight sa
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Hwy 641 Tom Taylor F

Jake!, incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY. In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards perfor•
mance and service. If you ate interested in
earning a competitive wage, working tour days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans around,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at:
Jakel, Incorporated
700 N.
S
42
tr7
eeit,_
Murray, KY

CLEANING is my business
Home or office. Honest &
reliable
Call Linda,
759-9553
EXPERIENCED cleaning
lady desires house cleaning positions Free estimates Reasonable rates
489-2443
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340 or Lyndi
759-3967

zA

clai
Sunset

NEED 4 tlabnIlle
aml From 7am-3pm For
more information, call
759-5074 or 437-4568

Dixie land Co

RESPONSIBLE 18 year old
will do babysitting in your
home evenings Call
7 59 9 2 1 5 ,
ask
for Ellen

Inc

Grow With Us!

By
If you have management experience and/or a college degree, and are eager for the challenge of success in a fast-paced industry, we may have an
opportunity for you as a:

100
Business
OPPoclunitY

Page

MANAGER
or ASSISTANT MANAGER

BUSINESS for sale Call
753-6798

2

7

• Five-day work week
• Fully paid 6 week training program
• Vacations
• Tuition reimbursement
• Liberal medical and dental coverage
• A clear track to total P&L responsibility
• Bonus incentive for Store Managers

PAY PHONE ROUTE 35
Local & established sites
Up to $1500 wkly.
1 BOO 696 4980

HEIL Beauty Supply is acART MERCHANDISER a
cepting applications for a
Murray State University.
manager and assistant for WANTED Experienced
Full-time position with benPlease send resumes to
the Murray, KY store KY certified pest control COMPUTER CLASSES
efits. High school graduate
Randy Heathcott
Hours are Mon-Fri, 8 30-5, technician Great pay and NOW BEING HELD DAYS
or equivalent with one year
computer skills helpful great benefits Established AND EVENINGS FOR
of related experience reWendy's
WINDOWS 95, INTERGood benefits, salary ne- route available Only mon
quired Experience must in3878 Old Dublin Road
NET, MS OFFICE AND
gotiable. Send resume to vated persons need apply
clude knowledge of art maMayfield, KY 42066
020
200C N 12th St, Murray. Call 800-467-2847 or OTHERS. CALL HAWK.
terials and proper usage
(502)623-6847
KY 42071 No phone calls 502-753-0414 for more INS RESEARCH AT
and mat cutting skills, good
Notice
753-7001 TODAY.
information
Equal Opportunity Employer
please.
sign making skills preferred Responsibilities inSAVE money on manufacturers coupons Call clude maintenance of art
1-800-466-9222 ext. 5727, merchandise area (stocking, inventory control, asfree brochure
sisting in ordering, keeping
department clean and or050
derly), general knowledge
Lost
of overall store procedures
And Found
and merchandise, and as$100 REWARD for location sisting customers and other
or return of lost Chocolate store personnel as needed
and/or assigned by
Lab puppy 47, -5mos oid
Director/Assistant Director
weighs about 50Ibe & an
swers to name Max Been Good interpersonal skills to
missing since 1 5 97 Call interact with students, faculty, the general public,
502 4.89 2469
and telephone inquires are
LOST Henry Co High a must Salary $6 56 per
School senior ring, lost in or hour Apply at Human Rearound Fine Arts Bldg, sources, Sparks Hall, MurMSU campus Reward! ray State University, PO
Call 901-642-2646
Box 9, Murray, KY
LOST near 19th & College 42071-0009. An EEO, WF,
Farm Rd, Light brown D, AA employer.
3'4 -4yr old male Pekingese Responds to Madison
Call days 753-1465 ask for
BIG Opportunity, sales
Cathy
After 8pm,
manager/ salesperson
753-3807
Leading window manufac
turer is looking for top peoLOST near Dumplins
ple to start off 1997 Top
male, red, short haired
pay 45K-75K or more for
Dachsund 767-0598
Pie right person, plus insurance, 401K, and a great
bonus program Expen
enoe helpful. but not neces
00
airy Look out for your fuANN'S Country Kitchen, ture now by calling
„
Hazel, KY needs afternoon 502-753-9715
cook & dishwasher Apply
Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & love lines, along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for
COMPUTER Users
in person
the
return of the original photo Or $5.00 for love lines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Needed Work own hours
20K
to $50 Ktyr
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon, Mon., Feb 10th
1-800-348-7186 X 486
LOCAL business now hiring transmission re builder
FULL time sales & cusMost have at least 2yrs tomer service position
prior experience Send re- available 8 5 Mon Fn No
sume 10 PO Box 1040-A, experience necessary CaN
Murray, KY
Flassirsed Advertising Dept.
759-1600 after 3pm
753-1916,

•0410•-•

[siiianta'n4

Put Your Special Valentine's
Picture & Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1997.

p,n±i

VALENTINE
SWEETHEART

tp/esiE X-PRES-5494,
(51
OD
(D\
o Nark
low

WilV

Happy

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

ADJUSTMENTS
ActiedtuNs are requested to

Master Card

REAL ESTATE SALES
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale or Lease
365

Appliances

165

TRANSPORTATION

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a public hearing on
Ordinance No. 97-1 relating to the prohibition of carrying concealed
weapons on government property.

rverlinenro oho)) ho ruxbiort Iiuznplzye

insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

Lags,
Notice

NOTICE

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

080
230
250
290
530

Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Busness Rentals
303
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

020

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
190
370
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
.rdlakitilagareP1214 390
A $2.00 owe will he required to mass 400
Produce
am changes bad dem dersline. 550
Feed & Seed

West

To Sam:
I cherish the time we're together.
And miss you when we're apart.
I just want to tell you,
I love you with all my heart. S
Love,
Deb
)
C

Valentine's*
Day to

wi

our
Special

•

.•
Valentine's ft
Kristin

Murray Ledger & Times
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

West Ky. Answering
Service
avail

Artieles
For Sate

Commaem

Wes Ky Anserenng Service is
aids 24 been a day - Devoe days a
week, wish • peufasuonally Lamed
miff always aa duty.
Se Cal Gees tkaarrawersd

STACK washer & dryer, 1989 ATLANTA, 160 on
ceiling fan, light fixtures, tv anprox 1 acre Small slot
age building $18,800
stand 753-7947
436-5423
style
TEAL pageant
beaded dress, size 8, 1991, 16x70 MOBILE
shoes Ti. and earrings home, 2br, 2bath Must be
Sapphire Blue sequin prom moved Cali 756-9350 alter
dress 5/6, shoes 64 and 51x11
jewelry 502-436-5496
1997 BELMOSIT, 14X60 2
bedroom, 1 bath with up
WOOD etov• Call
grade carpet and front
750-2599
kitchen for ONLY $18,900
1 St
with Alf conditioner and
underpinning See at
Appliances
Northgate Mobile Homes
FRIGIDAIRE dryer Call 88 Main St, Benton, KY
Ph 502-527-1362
753-7592
2BR trailer, setup & ready
to move into 753-9866
Home
Furnishings
FISCAL YEAR END

DELL NL25, 386 SL, 33
MHZ,80 MB, Mouse Notebook PC, external fax
modem Broken hinge
$250 502-436-5001

Offer Espies 1/31/97

MACINTOSH Proforma
600 & keyboard, $500
753-0928

11024871837

For Mere leformasies Call
AA Far Mark tre Dein
"The Pittowirlag Spoil"

140
Want
To &r

C. Mark Blankenship

T

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

General Practice of Law
104 No. 5th St.

ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia 1pc or all
you've got Call Larry at
753-3633

Suite 201 Walnut Plaza
Murray, Ky.

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

Phone: 759-3954
Fax: 759-3955

GIRLS daybed, pink
hearts, $100 492-8707
MOVING! Furniture for
sale 753-5076, leave
message

"This ls An Advaruaamant"
JUNK cars & trucks Call
753-3633 ask for Larry

190

Now Going On At

MSU student recently
bought house, will provide
loving home and respect for
formal dining room set
Wood table, 6-8 chairs
hutch and bulfet. Can also
pay some cash Call Jennifer, 759-8345.
'

Wiggins Furniture

STANDING TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts 502-753 2533

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
E Z Terms

Free Delivery

WANTED_ Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867.

753-456:

150
Articles
For Salo
G:K
CARPET
&FLZP
OR
kt°—
COVERIN/
2:
r
--KnI

8 ANTIQUE chairs, assorted types & styles, most
need some work
436-2005

Doing it right the first time costs
less than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK

ANTENNA, tower, and all
accessories Also Dish Network, 18 Satellite System
with lyr, 50 channel programming, $499. Financing
available. For Sales and
Service call: Beasley Antenna, 901-642-4077.

30 Years Experience
Murray
Sates Lk Installation in Tod, Rd

Jim Knight

Jay Knight
Mach Knight
moors
Hwy 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

Hate 0

BASS guitar with softshell
case & amp with cords.
Also, 18sp bike. 436-2102.

/ ALPINE
)ockrordrosgab.

BRAND new wedding
gown & veil Please contact
Melanie at 759-1932

Tapes
clarion
4C

C:10

11141.

4I:=)

GAS hot water heater,
Envi-ro-temp, 40gal, only
6mos old $100 759-5251
KING size waterbed with
spring mattress, $100. Call
to inquire, 759-2552.

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music

HAVE FOR SALE — tom
an
co
books. Call 759-9215,
leave message.

753-0113

Dixieland Center

QUILTS for
502-247-5119.

Income Tax

sale

RACE car waterbed for
sale. 492-8297.

By Appointment Only

ROCK SALT & other cold
weather items Farmers
Farmacy, Dixieland Center.
759-2248.

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal 8
Supply Co. 489-2722.

206 South 6th

753-8107

Fwm
efluiPmere

Apartments
For Resit

For Rem
0. 1....

2111A, tinck duplex, all appliances, $425orno, 1906-A
Westwood 753-4074

28R duplex. 2 lull & 2'4
bate, all appliances, large
closets, no steps covered
carport 20X3011 storage
budding in rear Rektrencee
required Norma $525/mo
well $525 secunty deposit
Le.s is required Call
753-3018, leave message

28R garage apartment,
$300/mo, 530-8 Broad St
New 2br, 2 bath duplex.
$600/mo 1706 Oaktell
Lease, references, no pea
753-7457
Na, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
38R, 2 baths, smeary:es,
bock, excellent location,
$550 753-5344.

CLEARANCE on the last AVAILABLE IMMEDI96 Belmont, 16X80, 3 bed- ATELY 1,2 & 38R apartroom, 2 bath, induding air ments Mur-Cal Apartconditioner and underpin- ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
ning for ONLY $25,900 A Murray, KY 759-4984
Housing
savings of $2,000 on this Equal
home See at Northgate Opportunity
Mobile Homes, Benton,
KY. PH. 502-527-1362.

FISCAL YEAR END BRAND new, 2br, 1'4 bath
1466 INTERNATIONAL, CLOSE-OUT SALE on last townhouse, appliances
duals & weights, good, 1996 Doublevndes Stock plus w/d furnished, $500
super sharp 489-2184, af- No 947, Carnage House, per month. 1yr lease, lmo
ter 6pm
28X48, 3+2, large front deposit. No pets Call
kitchen. ONLY $34,999. 753-2906 or 753-7536.
200
Stock No. 923, Clayton, BRAND new lbr, 1
bath
Sports
28X60, 3+2, glamour bath, apartment $375/mo,
Imo
Equipment
dishwasher
ONLY deposit lyr lease No pets.
$37,999.
Stock
No.
977,
753-2905 or 753-7536.
BHB Forearms has moved
spacious 28X68, 3+2, 2X6
to town, 767-9744 Pistols
wall, glamour bath, large GOOD 2br, 1 bath, duplex,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
closets, ONLY $43,999 washer & dryer included,
supplies
Gateway Mobile Homes, $275. 527-9639.
GUNS, buy, sell trade Benton, KY
Ph
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake436-5650
502-527-1427.
land Weedy Village, lbr
NORDICTRACK Walklit---FISCAL YEAR- END apartment, utilities intreadmill, new, $150. Cost CLEARANCE: New 1996 cluded, rent based on in$700. Student dorm size Southndge, 16X64, 2 bed- come. 62 & older, or handirefrigerator, $70. 2- 5FT room, 1 bath ONLY cap & disabled. Equal
electric baseboard heaters, $19,900 and New 1996 Housing Opportunity.
220 volt, $60/ea 759-1600 Southridge, 4 bedroom, 2 502-354-8888
days/ Mike,436-2983 eves. bath, ONLY $23,900. See
SKI MACHINE Call after 6, at Lakeland Quality LUXURY apartment, lbr,
Homes, Benton, KY. Ph.
759-9839. •
$325/mo 759-5723 or
502-527-5253,
753-0773.
210
USED 1995, 28X48 Dutch NEW in country,
lbr, deFkewood
Doubkiwide, 3 bedroom, 2 luXe. Completely furnished,
bath for ONLY $30,000.00 $300/mo. No
pets ConA-FIREWOOD for sale
including A-Coil central air. struction
workers welcome
437-4667
See at Lakeland Quality
436-2722.
FIREWOOD, $30 deliv- Homes,641 N, Benton, KY
Ph. 502-527-5253.
ROOMMATE, $190/mo.
ered. 437-4718.
759-8103
WOOD for sale 489-2775
280
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
220
Mobilo
garage, appliances furnHomes For Reid
ished, $550/mo. One
Musical
12X60 2BR central h/a, dis- month deposit, one year
hwasher, front porch. No lease. No pets. 753-2905 or
STEREO for sale: Ken
wood receiver, Kenwood pets. Nice trailer. 753-7536.
disc player, Kenwood ste- 437-4465, evenings.
reo double cassette deck,
2BR, 1 bath. Rent to own.
330
Bush glass door stereo caLocated in Grogan's Trailer
Rooms
binet, DCM TF400 speakPark. Coleman RE
For Rent
ers. $850. Phone
753-9898.
759-4919, after Spen__
814 OUVE, gas heat, all
28R Oilier. No pets. Must utilities furnished. Coleman
24(1
• have references. RE, 753-9898.
753-9866.
Miscellaneous
ROOM for rent- plus full
3BR, central heat Call house priveleges. Ideal for
WEDDING PACKAGE. Af- 753-5209
responsible adult or MSU
fordable, romantic, elegant.
Planned just for you. In- COLLEGE student needs student, beautiful Cape
cludes little chapel, or- roommate to share mobile Cod, share bath with one
dained minister, music, home. 527-3977, other tenant, storage in
basement. Convenient to
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h 753-1408, 767-9581.
MSU, hospital. Quiet studress, tuxedos, videos &
dent environment will be
photos. Honeymoon suite/
300
enforced. Rent $150 to
jacuzzi, limo/ champagne.
Business
$250, all utilities including
On beautiful KY Lake.
Rentals
local phone calls. Refer75 3 - 1 300
or
ences required. Call
1-888-367-6757 free into.,
759-8345, ask for Jennifer.
Mr. J's Formal Wear &
Limousine.

Dial-A-Service

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St.
753-8302 or 753-9621

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week. (13 week minimum)
-

OFFICE ipaoe in Southside Shopping Center.
$275/mo includes all utilities. 753-4509 or
753-6612.

DIAL -0 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Randy Reference)
Murray

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Home Inspection

.-o

411,..f _ih!s

has a special otter for home owners. Will
inspect structure, plumbing, floor joist
under your house. $55 and up according
to size of house. Call 759-2039.

fee•
'
174 't.

‘
Ey

*
*
*
*

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Alirranst & Complete Brake Service,
Shifts and Shocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Mon.-Fri. Edaion Jones, Owner
Murray, KY 42071 700-400
(502) 753-1351

1BR furnished, cable & all
utilities included $325/mo
plus deposit 435-4236.

2 APTS, will be available
Feb. 1, both 2 BR.
753-5731

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

2BR, 1',4 bath townhouse
at 1708 Wells $425/mo
Available now Coleman
RE 753-9898

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

KTN CARPET CLEANING

You

are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$736 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740
D'ai the 800 number lest When you
hear a recorded message enter the
Jim Caylot
Access Code 85
Ronnie E

2BR, 1 bath apartment, all
appliances, including
washer & dryer. - 3br, 2
bath house in the country
Call Mur-Cal Realty,
753-4444.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

What aW ay to Sfertftte Week11-

Dial Now

2BR. 1 bath, gas heat, central air. 2 car garage, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, wid hookup
$450/mo plus $450 deposit No pets Available Jan
1st. 759-9545

O 0
Dial-A-Service i

Advertise i-lerel

"'--"'"-""-44-•••••47q

$4tpfsW4--
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1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

INSURANCE

1-800-585-6033

•

•,

•
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Lots
For Sale
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits. All underground
city utilities. 753-2339.

,,,•

via

ACREAGE, Acreage,
Acreage! 71 acres mil, located just off Hwy 94 E, 1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
very near KY Lake. Beauti- white, 5sp $9,000 obo
ful secluded location, per- 436-6026, leave message.
fect building site priced at
1995 FORD Thunderbird,
$77,500. Contact Rich at
27,XXX miles Fully loaded,
Kopperud Realty,
very clean $13,500.
753-1222 for additional in759-3059
on
formation
MLS13000763.
1996 TOYOTA Camry,
dark green, loaded, excellent condition $15,500
502-436-5001
460
1996 TOYOTA Camry LE,
Homes
white/ tan, gold package,
For Sale
rnoonrool, spoiler, Amen2YR old home,4 miles from can Edibon, 23,xxx moles,
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car loaded. 502-437-4099 or
garage Large lot and lots of 502-443-0896
extras 753-4761

• •.
••

4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Central h/a. Available now Coleman RE, 753-9898

•

44

BRING your tools, this 3br
brick comes with its own
workshop that is heated
with a wood stove, with 3
work areas This home is
situated on large lot in the
country for your family to
enjoy Call Betty at Kopperud, 753-1222. MLS1
3000846

FURNISHED lakefront
home. Available January,
February, $250/week Will
rent monthly Coleman RE
753-9898
LOVELY 3Ix home, excellent ferrety neighborhood,
gas heat & fenced yard.
$650/mo 753-9621
NEW, near river, 3br, 2
bath, gas central h/a, stove
& refrigerator, dishwasher
No pets $500/mo plus deposit 436-5374
NICE 2 story, 2br. 1 bath,
central gas heat, lake ac
cess, $375. 527-9639

NEW, 2 story, 4br, 2.4
barns Open foyer, columns, tile floors. etc. 040.
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040

NICE brick, 2br, gas heat
appliances, w/d No pets
$450/mo, plus deposit.
North 8th 489-2741

.
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Used
Troche
1970 DODGE 1 ton, V-8
recent paint & metal bed
above average truck
$2,500 753-8428

1996 DODGE Duaily SLT
Turbo Diesel Fulk loaded
all power custom wheels
running boards, towing
package While with blue
interior Excellent oondteon, 44,xxx miles Engan•
warranty to 100xxx miles
$20,500 Cal 474-8704 alter 6pm
1905 FORD XLT swb, red
chrome package fully
loaded, one owner, sharp
looking. $12,900
753-7350
1905 FORD Ranger ex
tended cab fully loaded
54,XXX road miles bought
new 10/95 owner in
Marines wants to sell
437-4429
1995 NISSAN XE pickup
Only 7xxx miles, 2'4 yrs
warranty 489-2928
520
Boats
& Won
1996 TIGERSHARK Mon
sego 12 hours of nding
time Sell under warranty
437-4342
530
Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spray
ing, hedge trimming landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
deaning Licensed &
sured Full line of equip
ment Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
ing, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & funk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb. 436-5791
AFFORDABLE, quality,
construction you'll be proud
of. Building, remodeling,
roofing, vinyl siding, porches, decks, masonry.
sidewalks & general home
repairs Free estimates
759-0505
ALL around hauling, tree
work, iunk clean up Joe,
436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mwor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
ronereleng, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
CARPENTRY & Remodeling Winter rates $12/hour
753-0563, 901-247-5783.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING- yards, barns
sheds, attics, Varages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks.
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience.
753-5592.
COMPLETE residential
construction New homes,
add-ons, garages & remodeling Free estimates Call
753-7091

CONSTRUCTION &
1981 FORD F-150 Custom, REPAIR- Free estimates
46xxx miles on rebuilt en- Remodeling. fenang, deck
gine, $1200 obo,753-4249 mg, plumbing & electrical
1983 CHEVY Silvered°, 489-2832
good condition, good price COUNTERTOPS and
CaN 759-9839.
kitchen cabinet refacing
1985 CHEVY custom de with formica Wultt's Reluxe, 350, p/s, p/b, tool box, covery, Murray 436-5560
LARGE 3-4br, 2 bath, brick
new tires & brakes CUSTOM BUILT wooden
apprx
6
on
acres
ranch
753-8249, after 5pm
decks & fencing Excellent
Just renovated, walkout
basement, pole barn
19139 SILVERADO, auto, workmanship Affordable
753-9393
air, big engine. loaded, dark rates 753-7860
& silver, clean, excel- CUSTOM
LARGE 4 bedroom home blue
bulldozing and
lent condition 354-9083 backhoe
work septic syswith garage, city utilities,
gas heat, in quiet neighbor- 1995 BLACK Dodge Ram terns. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Upper $30's 4x4 SLT Laramie pickup Horace Sholar
hood
492-8680.
Lots of options 489-2928
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4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights_ Reasonably priced_ 492-6200 or
753-7688.

3BR with gas log fireplace,
c/h/a, carport, appliances
furnished. $430/mo plus
deposit No pets References & lease required.
753-1059

•,"• •

1994 GEO Tracker, 5sp,
soft top, black. $6950 obo
Must sell Call 759-4100,
after 5pm

Fame
For Sale

3BR,2 bath + den, house in
quality neighborhood.
Lease, deposit 759-5878.

.

1993 EAGLE Vision, emerald green, loaded
527-5294, after 5pm

1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale, 4dr, white, power
5 ACRE wooded lot on windows, power locks,
Airport Road, approxi- good condition, 74xxx
mately 8 miles from Murray. miles, $9500 Call
$6,250 per acre 753-9861 474-8704 after 6pm.

3BR, 2 baths, double garage. 437-4180

•

1992 EAGLE Summit, 4dr,
auto,69,5XX miles $6,000
obo 492-6183, after
5 30pm

440

2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, furnished or unfurnished, w/d,8
miles north of Murray,
$350/mo, plus $350 deposit. Call 759-9404, after
5Pm.
2BR house,central gas h/a.
appliances furnished including washer & dryer. No
pets, lyr lease, $445 plus
deposit. Available Jan 1st,
753-1266.

•

1986 CAVALIER Wagon
runs good, new tires, some
damage $550 436-5528

LAKE Barkley. Beautiful 1992 CADILLAC DeVille,
lakefront villa KY Lake. white, maroon leather interWaterfront 1 acre starting ior. Perfect condition Very
$39,900 Grey's Pat well maintained Price
759-2001
$15,000. 502-354-6535.

Houses
For Rent

.•

1985 FORD Mustang
needs work, $400
753-2990, leave message

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase 1988
NISSAN Sentra,
homes-WI price ranges. If white,
4dr, 5sp, 97.xxxmi,
you are thinking of selling- $1800. Call
759-5783.
contact one of our courteGUS- aod--pwirassaiansil 1994-GEO Prism,*Jr,-Ws,
agents at 753-1222 or stop auto, 87,XXX miles
by office at 711 Main St. $4,700. Call 436-5210_

310
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•
•
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HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

3BR, excellent family
nerghborheod, gas heat
Coleman RE, 753-9898

Ed's Wheel Alignment

All Types of Refuse Service

-

WANTED to rent Dognendly house with yard
within 10 miles of Murray.
Move- in ready. 354-8252
leave message.

adillibri

1BR, extra large apt. Stove
& refrigerator furnished.
1628 Miller. Rent & deposit
$300. 759-4696.

it!

12 ACRES more or less, 4
miles from MSU, on Hwy
121 N. Call 753-9274, after
6pm.

2BR in Lynn Grove area
$325/mo plus deposit Call
489-2870, after 5:30pm

Wart
To Rent

Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
19011642-5300
(502) 753-1300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

David's Cleaning Services -CreaningVinyl Sadirg • Homes • Modes Homes • Boats • Brick Driveways
• Parking Lod • Al EOM, Cleaning • Acal Cleaning Available
Phone
David Borders
(502)759-4734
Insured
Completely Mobile
Cellular (502)853-1108

310

-1 ,
Formal Wear ..ff ,:Ai-.
and Limousine it.aaptej wg
•ta,..tr"

NICE 34x home on extra big
tot Cireat location to Murray
lAcidle School & hospital
Priced low $60's Call
753-5020

HEATED PET BOWLS,
klatorcyckse
heated buckets & heat
mats Bird bath de-icers All 1995 YAMAHA Timbered
at Farmers Farmacy, Dixie- 4x4, like new, adult ridden
land Center. 759-2248
$3800 _firm_ Days
753-8533, after 4,
430
753-1705_
Real
Estate

South 641 Securit
Storage
759-5475
492-8238

NEW Mang, your berney
horns a wireng lot you
iles Nunnery° 3br 2 bath
oonsempory is cohered at a
bargain pnce of $72,900
Free standend wood stove
in vaulted great room
Large eat in kachen, sun
room. Lots of decks and
porches Call Betty at Kopperud 753- 1222 MLSa
3003655

NEW 2br duplex, $375/mo
Newly new 4br, 24 bath
duplex wiappliances including w/d, $725/mo 4br
k4H, 24 bath, $325/mo NICE cozy. 2 story, 2br, 1
3br house, Dexter. bath central gas heat,
$225/mo
2br
screened porch, upstairs
deck 6yrs old Lake ac
$205/mo Deposit, refer
encee No pets lyr lease cess, 3 lots, $35,000
8am 5pm Mon Fri
527-9639
753-4937
OWNER relocong and anxNORTHWOOD storage ious to sell! Call Koppetud
presently has units avail- Realty, 753-1222 to see
able
753-2905 or this newly listed older home
753-7536
presently being renovated
and located on Hwy 94
West 3br, 2 baths, Irving
370
room, dining room, kitchen
Livestock
& utility room Approxi
& Supplies
mately 1 acre lot MLS8
STANDARD Bred Endur- 3000852
ance Prospect, 16'1, Syr
old Bay Must see, $1200
THE paint isn't dry on this
436-2299 leave message
new 4br, 2 5 bath home
Palladian windows adorn
the facade of this excellent,
Fete
fully functional plan You'll
& Supplies
love the hardwood floorrng
BEAUTIFUL blue eyed, throughout, two spacious
7wk old, Huskie/ Wolff great rooms, soanng Callpups. $150Jea. 759-3214. ings and quality craftsman•
DOG obedience classes or ship throughout Located in
private. Serving Murray 17 Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac. This home
years. 436-2858
could be just what your
EXOTIC Albino Bermese looking for For inquires call
Python, lOtt female, yellow/ 435-4487, 759-1828 or
white looking for responsi- 753-9950
ble educated herp lover
$500 obo 759-4221
,170

3BR, 2 bath, new in 1996,
very nice. All appliances,
ample parking, patio
$600/mo Cal 767-0493

11a/el, KY

Teaks

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/ino 759-4081

28R nice duplex, central

11
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1995 CHEVROLET S 10
tut cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles.
Call
$16,900 obo
759 5661 after 5pm

DOES your carpet have
wrinkles? Need an installer? Stockwell Carpet
Installation & Repair
437-4272

MONDAY JANUARY 27, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Prestige Homes tql
Building quality homes at an affordaL
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates
We make a dillerence by being a
Call today and see why your homc
should be built with PRESIIGEil
4d

753-5628
‘‘:111t.rs

'mitt-acting

753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Ex ericnce
Roofing, Addition.. \'in I Siding [kik,.
Remodeling

20%

Discount On All Roofing
Nov. (bre Feb.

(<-

mb Brothers

Tree Service

36-157441
1-800-5443-15.26.2

Tree Trimming
Free Estimates UEILINSED & INSIJRED
Tree Removal
A...led di operated stump
24 Ht. Service
Cleaning
'
&
Gutter C
Cleanup Service
BY
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling Etc.
Landscapong
MI
LAMB
Full Line of
Hedge Trimming
Sir I.' Ito:Equipenent
Tree SpraYffs&

eC
(4
/rilic.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
,
eit
409 SUNBURY • MURRAY (Boland Bunny Broad)
753 5940.
L•
CANU'onlim-WIP
:
•—

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
fOO N. 4th Si. (Neat to Lassaer Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTDIFRN WALL SYSTEMS. INC

Go Fast Maintenance
Commercial Preventative Maintenance
& Repairs
Residential & Apartments Maintenance
Thaw & Repair Frozen Lines
Antique Mall" 492-6168
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
After Hours: 436-2052 or 436-5885
Clarence Goforth or Jeremy Rose

Office

-Haut

Stranded By Bad Credit?
Credit
problem?

Bankruptcy?

Start Driving Again With Our
24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline
14300-748-8353
Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
527-8671
1-800-457-4868
104 W. 5th, Benton, Ky.

HALEY'S
1
‘11glpfluck

DAVID'S Cleaning Set
vices 'Cleaning' vinyl sid
ing, homes mobile homes
boats brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured Completely Mo
bile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICAL MirMalit by
FRIA electric Does your
horns/ business need attention? Call us for all your
electrical problems
Murray- 762-0001
Cellular- 519-1592
G & E Plumbing repaas
TVA and West Kentucky Corporation elide* meet to initiate regional
Free estimates 492 8660
tourism study.
or 759-5613
HANDYMAN Company
Remodel- Repair- Replace. Emergency
electrical/ plumbing We do
it all Licensed & insured
474-Wi21.
HOME Improvement for a
monthly budget Call Lee
Starks Construction Vinyl
West Kentucky Corporation, Lake and other surrounding attracsiding, replacement windows, decks & patios Fi- with encouragement and initial tions have the potential of making
nancing available for quali- funding from the Tennessee Valley the lakes region one of the premier
fied buyers 492-8238
Authority, will begin a study focus- tourist destinations in America."
IF you need home repairs ing on tourism opportunities in the
J. William Corurn, Chairman of
outside or inside, call lakes region in West Kentucky and the West Kentucky Corporation,
1-502-856-3805 or
expressed his pleasure with the
1-502-489-2607. We also West Tennessee.
"We must have a tourism deve- opportunity to partner with the
build new structures.
LAMB Brother Home Im- lopment strategy and unified com- Tennessee Valley Authority and
provements, remodeling, mitment by leaders of the region to regional businesses to create a visadditions, roofing, siding, support economic development of ion for the lakes region."The WKU
free estimates. 436-2269. this area," said Steven H. Zea, began an important precedentLICENSED for electric and President and Executive Director of setting step for development with a
gas. 435-4358.
West Kentucky Corporation. "This similar effort in the Mammoth Cave
LYNNVIU.E concrete finProject will realize the tremendous region. Tourism is vital to all our
ishing. 382-2595. Josh opportunities for tourism and allow communities as well as to thestate.
LaBossiere.
each county to benefit by cresting These two studies will do as much
MORRIS Mobile Home sustainable economic growth." A for the future development as we
Movers. Local and Out of study team wil be comprised of could hope to accomplish in such a
State Moving. 767-9630.
representatives from private sector brief period of time," he added. "I
ODD jobs. Dependable. business interests, loc,a1 govern- have stated before that I believe that
College students. ments, area development districts, bringing people to West Kentucky
767-0679.
tourism organizations, universities to vacation and relax can help to sell
PLUMBING repairs, fast and government agencies. The team them on coming back with their
service. 436-5255.
will be given the task of determining companies and jobs."
PLUMBING Repair. All what attractions and visitors support
A regional tourism marketing
types plumbirt repair. services are available in the region,
Reasonable- rates, creating a regional vision and deve-' plan will be developed along with
development plan, to
502-437-4545.
loping strategies and actions to the tourism
markets are targeted
right
the
ensure
SEAMLESS gutters in- fulfill the vision outlined in the
and to promote the plan effectively
stalled, residential or com- study.
visitors. The process
mercial, Serval, Gutter Co.
"We need support from all of the to attract new
753-6433.
analysis of the
the
complete
to
communities and local organizamarket, develop new stratecurrent
SUREWAY Tree & Stump tions in the lakes area to be successmarket the plan
Removal. Insured with lull
ful," said Zea. "Working together, gies for tourism,
and begin implementation will take
fine of equipment. Free es- • people from the Land Between The
timates. Day or night,
approximately take One year.
Lakes, Lake Barkley, Kentucky
753-5084.

Corporation initiates
study on lakes region

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00. Cable
jacks added, moved. Business telerihone systems
sold and installed. Custom
home electronics sales and
service Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753-7567
Prompt Reliable Service.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
TOM'S Cleaning & Windows Service. Offices,
houses, gutters, sliding.
Commercial & Residential.
759-3463.
WANTED: Odd jobs: Hauling, snow removal, tree removal, etc. Have references. For free estimate
call 753-9048, leave message. Experienced.
WANT fresh, clean carpets and furniture? Been
sick with a cold? Lee's
Carpet Cleaning can clean
and sanitize your carpets
and furniture Call today!
753-5827_

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFn,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates Visa/MC accepted.
753-0530.
560

MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
1 1 2 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands—
AMERICAN
APO STANDARD

Service.
°awed

Free
Column
FREE puppies Cocker mix
Call 759-5475, after 5pm

A

Many organizations, whether big
or small, often try to get the news
media's attention for an upcoming
evenL This is not always an easy
task, since news editors wade
through stacks of news releases and
make decisions on what is most
newsworthy. To get a handle on
how organizations can better alert
the public to its activities, Murray
State University is sponsoring a new
community education course,"Getting the Word Out," a four-session
class on public relations techniques
for clubs, organizations, churches
and non-profit groups. Scheduled to
begin Feb. 10, "Getting the Word
Out" is designed to provide participants a better understanding of how
to work most effectively with the
news media in their area and how to
provide media representatives with
what they need.
Instructor Joe Hedges will dis-

P4

Financial aid hot
line set for Feb. 3-8
A toll-free financial aid hot line
will be available February 3-8 to
answer questions about student financial aid and bow to apply.
Kentucky high school students
and their parents, as well as nontraditional students, can call the hot
line at 1-800-928-8926 between 4
and 8 p.m., Monday-Friday, Feb.
3-7, and between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.. Saturday, Feb. 8.
February is Financial Aid Awareness Month, and financial aid professionals employed by Kentucky
higher education institutions, lenders, and state government will
answer questions ranging from how
to complete a financial aid applies-

tion to how to search for college
scholarships.
The financial aid hot line is
sponsored by the Kentucky Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators(KASFAA) in conjunction with the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority
(KHEAA).KASFAA is a nonprofit,
professional association dedicated
to the delivery of financial aid to
students throughout the Commonwealth. KHEAA is the state agency
that administers several student aid
programs — grants, teacher scholarships, work-study, savings, and
Federal Family Education Loans —
to help families meet higher education expenses.
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To check a canoe paddle for size, stand it on the ground in front of
you. The handle should come to the height of your chin if you plan to
paddle from the bow of the canoe; it should come to the height of
your eye if you plan to paddle from the stern.

cuss how to pitch feature story ideas
to reporters, how to plan events,
avoiding common errors and surviving a crisis. Hedges,a lecturer in
MSU's department of journalism
and mass communications, will include topics such as what makes
news, photographs, speeches,
public relations campaigns, newsletters and crisis management.

HOROSCOPES

4

TUESDAY,JANUARY 28,1997
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
"Getting the Word Out" will meet
on Tuesday evenings from 6-9 p.m.,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE to your values and ideals. Make sure
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: new relationships are built on a
Feb. 10 through March 3. The
registration fee is $40; however, You will have a heightened aware- foundation of mutual respect.
ness of what others are saying and
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Fintwo or more individuals from the
doing. New professional triumphs ish a project that is long overdue.
same organization will receive a $5
are likely if you work independent- Discipline is the glue that keeps
per person cost reduction. To register, contact MSU's Office of Com- ly. A damaged relationship can be your work team intact. Reinforce
mended if you make the first move. your natural optimism through
munity Education, Room 207, ColApologize for any neglect this per- prayer and meditation.
lins Industry and Technology Censon may have felt. A climatic career
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
ter, or call 762-2160 locally or 1event will occur in September; you that extra mile to ensure victory.
800-669-7654 outside Calloway
enter a wonderful period of transi- True grit will put you in the driver's
County.
tion. Short-term agreements ak seat at work. Plant the seeds of prosfavored over multi-year contracts. perity and watch them blossom.
Put part of every paycheck into sav- Conservative investments are
favored over high-risk gambles.
ings.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DAY: actress Marthe Keller, Keep your nose to the grindstone
sculptor Claes Oldenburg, author until you see the light at the end of
Susan Sontag, activist Jose Marti.
the tunnel. Tried-and-true procethe individual problem solving
ARIES (March 21-April 19): dures are favored when it comes to
competition, Austin Webb and Someone goes all out to please you. money management. Postpone signRyan Rogers received red ribbons Asking for a favor or financial sup- ing a new agreement.
for their entries. The third portion of port will help you make an imporSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
the competition was quick recall, tant purchase. NWigh a job offer 21): Mental clarity is essential to
where CCMS defeated Hancock carefully.
business or career progress. ConcenCounty 13 to 5 and Pine Knott
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): tration will be easier if you seek a
Meetings with professional col- distraction-free environment. SomeMiddle 15 to 3.
leagues go well. You discover mutu- one could experience a change of
When all parts were totalled up al interests beyond work. A former heart in romance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
CCMS finished fourth overall. associate returns to town with a spe19): Recent obstacles disappear as
Members of the team were Austin cial request.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): new doors open. Make amends to a
Webb,Ryan Rogers, April Ramsey,
Delegate
as much responsibility as loved one who wants more of your
Catlin
Bogard.
Alison Fotsch and
The team is coached by Bill Miller. possible today. Long-term planning time. Do not expect too much too
is helpful, even if things do not soon where an investment is conalways work out. Be smart. Sched- c..frned. These things take time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ule regular medical and dental
check-ups for yourself and your Talk frankly with family members.
Putting all of your cards on the table
loved ones.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): will convince them of your sincerity.
Unfinished household chores Extravagance and greed are taboo.
credit course will run through April
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
deserve
your prompt attention.
17.
Resist the urge to procrastinate. Welcome new experiences. EnConversational Spanish will be
Playing uplifting music will invigo- hanced communication skills will
taught by two MSU faculty and
rate you. A romantic partner or fami- vault you to prominence. Offer to
take on a writing or public relations
ly friend shares good news.
native Spanish speakers. The course
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your assignment. Superficial people are
is designed primarily for people in
personal magnetism is working best avoided. Jog or work out at a
agriculture, but is open to the genovertime. Passions run high. Be true nearby gym.
eral public as well.
For more information or to regisTODAY'SXHILDREN are both practical and gutsy, capable of outter for Conversational Spanish,con- standing achievements. Thanks to these Aquarians' self-discipline and drive,
tact Murray State's Office of Com- they can find success in almost any profession. Although outsiders somemunity Education,207 Collins Cen- times think that these risk-takers are reckless, they know exactly what they
ter, or call 762-2160 locally or 1are doing. Count on them to accumulate considerable wealth as the years go
800-669-7654 outside Calloway
by. Dutiful sons and daughters, they will grow up to be caring, protective
parents. They know the value of a rewarding home life.
County.
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Calloway
County
Middle
Schools math team finished fourth
this past weekend out of nine teams
in the Regional Math Bowl held on
the campus of Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green.
The winner and runner-up in the
competition were College View
Middle School and Owensboro
Middle School who were last years
state champion and runner-up.
There were three parts to the
competition. In the team problem
solving portion Calloway Middle
received a second place trophy. In

Spanish class offered at MSU

COM *0

oh.t

(502) 435-4699

1 111111.1.11.1111111 I II

18-April 1, 7 to 9 p.m.
• Conversational Spanish,
Tuesdays and Thursday. Feb. 4April 3, 7 to 9 p.m.
• ACT Test Preparation, on
campus: Saturdays, Feb. 15-March
29 and April 12-May 17, 9 a.m. to
noon; via interactive television:
Mondays, Feb. 17-March 24 and
April 14-May 17, 3:30 &o6:30 p.m.
• Scrapbook Seminar, Tuesdays and Saturdays,Feb. 18 and 22,
March 18 and 22, April 22 and 26
• Internet and e-mail, Tuesdays, Feb.4 and 11, March 4, April
15, 22, 29, 7 to 9 p.m.
Most of the courses will be held
in the Collins Center for Industry
and Technology on the Murray
Stale Campus. Registration fees
Coyer any necessary COW-SC material.
For additional information, or to
receive a Community Education
course list and registration form
contact Murray State's Office of
Community Education at (502)
762-2160 locally, or toll free outside of Calloway County at 1-800669-7654.
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CCMS fourth at Math Bowl
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The spring line-up of community
education courses has been announced by the Center for Continuing Education at Murray State University. These evening courses are
offered to the public on a non-credit
basis. The following courses are
now open for enrollment.
Class sizes we limited so interested
persons are urged to register soon.
• Getting Started with Computers, Tuesdays, Feb. 18 and 15,
March 18 and 25 or April land 8,7
to 9 p.m.
• Microsoft Office, Mondays,
Feb. 10-April 7, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Getting the Word Out: Public
Relations Made Easy, Mondays,
Feb. 10-March 3, 7 to 9 p.m.
• Investment Opportunities,
Thursdays, March 213-April 24,7 to
9 p.m.
• Jewelry Making, Thursdays,
Feb. 6-April 10, 6:30 to 9 p.m.
• Sign Language, Beginning
Level, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Feb. 11-April 10, 7 to 9 p.m.
• Sign Language, Intermediate
Level, Mondays, Feb. 10-April 7,7
to 9 p.m.
• Calligraphy, Tuesdays, Feb.

New community educatio
course to begin Feb. 10

AFIRIL
41•,
+$11

Education courses
announced by center

I

ATTENTION
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Mester Plumber
Fro* Estimate's
Now Construction - Repair Water Roster Replacement

Phone 436-2667i I
1 NO IN

Because western Kentucky continues to welcome more Mexican
agricultural workers into its communities, several area farmers have
expressed an interest in learning
spoken Spanish for beuer communication between themselves and their
„new employees. For this reason,
Murray State University's office of
community edgcation will be offering a course to address this need.
Beginning Feb. 15, Conversational Spanish is scheduled for
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7-9
p.m. in Murray State's Faculty Hall
located on 16th Street. This non-
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 27, the 27th day of 1997. There are 338
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago, on Jan. 27, 1967, astronauts Virgil I. "Gus" Grissom, Edward H. White and Roger B. Chaffee died in a flash fire during a test aboard their Apollo spacecraft at Cape Kennedy, Fla.
On this date:
In 1756, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in Salzburg, Austria.
In 1880, Thomas Edison received a patent for his electric incandescent lamp.
In 1943, some 50 bombers struck Wilhelmshaven in the first allAmerican air raid against Germany during World War II.
In 1944, the Soviet Union announced the end of the deadly German
siege of Leningrad, which had lasted for more than two years.
In 1945, Soviet troops liberated the Nazi concentration camps Auschwitz and Birkenau in Poland.
In 1951, an era of atomic testing in the Nevada desert began as an
Air Force plane dropped a 1-kiloton bomb on Frenchman Flats.
In 1967, more than 60 nations signed a treaty banning the orbiting
of nuclear weapons.
In 1973, the Vietnam peace accords were signed in Paris, formally
bringing to an end the longest foreign war in U.S. history.
In 1977, the Vatican reaffirmed the Roman Catholic Church's ban
on female priests.
Ten years ago: In his State of the Union Message, President Ronald
Reagan said he had "one major regret" — his administration's failure
to win freedom for American hostages in the Middle East and establish contacts with Iran.
Five years ago: Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton and
Gennifer Flowers accused each other of lying in a renewed dispute
over her assertion that they'd had a 12-year affair. Aileen Wuomos, a
Florida highway prostitute, was convicted of slaying the first of seven
men she admitted killing, claiming self-defense.
One year ago: A man invaded a convent in Waterville, Maine, stabbing and beating four nuns, killing two of them (Mark Bechard was
later found not criminally responsible because of mental illness). Soldiers seized control of Niger's government.
Today's Birthdays: Musical conductor Skitch Henderson is 79. Actor Troy Donahue is 61. Singer Bobby "Blue" Bland is 67. Actor
James Cromwell is 57. Ballet star Mikhail Baryshnikov is 49. Country
singer Cheryl White is 42.

the club's headquarters.
Murray State University Racers
beat Austin Peay 92 to 91 in a
basketball games. High team
scorers were Herb McPherson for
Murray and Tommy Head for
Austin Peay.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Terre!
Clark, Dec. 31; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Shelton and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas
Lamb Jr., Jan. 20.

Twenty years ago
Dr. Harry Sparks has been
named as chairman of the Red
Cross Drive for Calloway
County.
Elected 4,5 officers of the
newly formed Calloway County
Chiropractic Society were Dr.
Bryan L. Thacker and Dr. Ronald
Wuest.
Births reported include a boy
to Capt. Dale and Vickie Hughes,
Jan. 12. Capt. Hughes is serving
with the Army in Germany.
Murray State University Racers
beat East Tennessee Buccaneers
80-62 in a basketall games. High
team scorers were Zack Biasingame and Jimmy Warren for Murray and Stuart for East
Tennessee
Thirty yea4 ago
Vernon Stubbier Id Jr., drug-

Forty years ago

Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce has named Joe Dick
as the Outstanding Young Man of
the Year; Bill Ed Hendon as Outstanding Young Farmer of Calloway County; and Z.C. Enix as
Key Man.
Edwin Jennings, eighth grade
student at New Concord High
School, was winner of the American History contest, and Doris
Jean Jennings, senior at New
Concord High, was winner of the
Essay Contest, both sponsored by
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McCage,
Jan. 19.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY After reading in
your column about the man who
insisted on picking up hitchhikers. I
had to tell you about a tragedy I witnessed several years ago while I was
on vacation.
I amved at my destination and
wo met by my girlfriend, whom I
had come to visit. At a stop sign on
the way to her house from the airport we saw three men leaning
against some bales of hay. They
approached our car and asked for a
ride Because our back seat was
filled with luggage and groceries, we
refused.
We looked back and saw them
approach another car that stopped
behind us, but thought nothing of it
until the next day when we heard on
the news that a man and his car
were missing. From the description
we knew immediately it was the car
behind us at the stop sign. We called
the sheriff and reported what we
had seen.
The next day the news reported
that the three hitchhikers had been
spotted in Montana. Two days later,
the wrecked and abandoned car was
located, but there was no sign of the
driver. A week after his disappearance, the man's badly beaten body
was found on a country road.
The three hitchhikers were later
seen on a busy Montana highway
and picked up and questioned. Then
a witness came forward who had
seen them with the owner qf the car.
The hitchhikers finally confessed to
murdering the unfortunate driver
because he would not give them
more money.
When I got home, I told my
brother about my close call and he
stopped picking up hitchhikers. I
hope my true story will serve as a
waning to anyone who thinks it's
safe to pick up someone who's
thumbing a ride.
A WISCONSIN READER

DEAR ABBY: Back in the Midwest in the fall of 1948, my husband
and I drove to Chicago to buy a car.
At about 6 a.m. on the return trip,
we passed through a small settlement near Fort Leonard Wood in
Missouri and saw two young men
thumbing a ride.They were wearing
civilian clothes, but since it WM a
couple of days before Thanksgiving,
we thought they were soldiers on a
weekend or holiday pass.
As they neared our car, I felt
uneasy, but we stopped anyway and
let them get in the back seat.
We had gone only a few miles
down the road when the Highway
Patrol roared up with their lights
flashing, pulled us over, and came
up to both sides of our car with their
guns drawn. They asked if we had
picked up our passengers a few miles
back. We,ofcourse,said,"Yes."
They hauled the two young men
out of our car, found them armed
and cuffed them. Then the officers
read us the riot act for picking up
strangers.
Abby, those men had stashed a
car behind a shed before coming out
to the road to hitch a ride. An
observer thought it looked suspicious and reported it to the Highway
Patrol. We found out later the men-had started a crime spree in New
York City and left—a trail of stolen
cars halfway across the country.
When someone gave them a ride,
they'd wait for a quiet place along
the road, force the driver out of the
car at gunpoint and take off with
the car. They had killed some of the
drivers and wounded others.
Abby, death was riding in our
already been played at the other back seat that morning. Thank
table,and The hifge alithre—nce wateh: guou ess our guardiamangeis were
ing was well aware that the Aus- on duty, because we had five little
at home.
trian East-West pair at that table ones
Tell the kirid-hearted husband
had achieved an excellent result. who believes hitchhikers are all
They had doubled four hearts and good people that for every honest,
set it a trick for a 200-point gain.
needy "thurnher" there are a jillion
The Austrian North-South pair no-goods out there, and his first conat this table could thus afford to cern should be his wife and loved
duplicate that result and still win ones.
A LUCKY OKIE
the match. But a peculiar thing hap-

Famous Hand

BILLS HERE.•!_ NONSENSE!
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BUY
--, PURCHASES
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LOTS OF

WAIT— YOuR NAM
ISN'T MARVIN
SNEOBICKLV...
MY MISTAKE, I
GAYE YOU THE
I. WRONG 3Aro4

OKAY! TNATIS
(MORE LIKE

ANO TELL SNEOBICKLY HE'S
MAKING TOO MANY
PURCHASES

/74
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CATHY
I KNOW APPROXIITO LE5SEN THE 8LOW,
MATELY HOW MUCH
ru_ DOUBLE THE
I SPENT ON CHRIST- AMOUNT I THINK IT IS...
MAS 50 OPENINEr
EN5URE THAT ru,_
THE BILLS WON'T BE BE PLEASANTLY SURA HUGE SHOOK.
PRISED, ra. TRIPLE IT.

I AM NOW VISUALIZINGA NUMBER 50 HIDEOUS
THAT, 84 COMPARISON,
THE ACTUAL 61UONLY BRING TOTAL
RELIEF AND 304.

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•KQJ93
J 94 2
•A Q 3
+3
WEST
EAST
+ 864
•A 7 5 2
VAK
V 86 5
•9 8 7 5 2
J 64
+52
A 97 4
SOUTH
4 IO
Q 1073
• K 10
40KQJ 1086
The bidding:
ort
East
South West
2•
Dble
2 NT
Pass
4V
Pass
3•
Pass

pened on the way to the final.
The Austrians also got to four
hearts doubled after North opened
two diamonds, promising both majors. The Polish declarer at the first
table had losttheobviousfour tricks,
but here something went awry.
Eait won the opening club lead,
then played the ace and another
spade. Instead of discarding, as he
should have, declarer ruffed with
the three of hearts and led the heart
ten to East's king.

Pass
Dble
Opening lead — five of clubs.

0

The most dramatic deal of the
1984 World Team Olympiad is the
one shown here.The setting was the

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
C.PaT ST39ND 1T, WEEo
KNOW WHAT I THINK THE.
eftpayi THERE
PACIFS 00?THEY CNERI AM
IS NO WAY 1 CAN eel' ALL , WPC oN PURP0SE
I THINK TkeY Tsy lb.
THIS 8TUFF PONE- IN THE
120%i1)5 oVE.g THE EE!
iftleTi-tey've G1vEN us
aoriG

I THOSKTHEyeriaby
SEEING- us e,uFFEK!
THEY WANT DSb LIVE
THRWerl-1 WHAreVER
CRUP1149./ HAPTO

uve-rkgoki€H1

semifinal match between a strong
Polish team and a young,dark-horse
Austrian squad that had upset the
highly favored U.S. entry in the
quarterfinals the day before.
A rsticHoLoGrott.
The deal wasthe very last ofa64ANALYSIS OF The
the players
HUMAN RESRDNse board match, and as
picked up their cards the Austrians
TO 611RE.S;S IN THE.
held a narrow lead ofthree InternaWOAKPLACE.

tional Match Points. The hand had

East persevered with spades and
South this time trumped with the
queen and led his last heartto East's
ace. East's spade return allowed
West to score the eight of hearts for
down two and plus 500 for Poland.
As a result, the Poles gained 7
IMPson the deal to win the match by
four. Not only that,but the next day
they easily defeated France in the
final to take the title.
Of such stuff are world championships sometimes made!

Tomorrow: Insurance to the nth degree.
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GARFIELD
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Mr.A0X2470/

12 — shadow
13 Maturing
agent
14 Case for
small articles
15 Yearly (abbr.)
16 Voice box
part(2 wds.)
18 Seta Ward's
"Sisters" role
20 Emperor
21 Mr. Mannaro
22 Companion
of aah
23 Debt notes
(abbr.)
27 Golf term
29 "Ben—"
30 Bassett's
'Strange
Days-co-star
Rennes
31 Young ID
32 Command to

Fido
33 — Tech
34 Therefore
35 Joyce Carol
37 — sauce
38 Side issue
39 Slender
40 Not — an
eye •
41 Behold!
42 Mimicked
44 TV's Philbin
47 Beatles tune
51 Pismire
52 "— Domini"
53 — avis
54 Word on a
hwy. sign
55 Fruit
56 Prayer close
57 — secret
DOWN

PEANUTS

YES, MAAM,14E45 A
VERY SMART D06..THANK
YOU FOR SAYING 50

'FINE UJORD5
BUTTER NO 0
PARSNIPS"

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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5 In the past
6 Clergyman
7 Debacle
8 Disparagement
9 From — — Z
10 Robot drama
11 Young goat

Pacinoi
DeNtro film
2 "Auld Lang
1

3 Succulent
4 — blue

1"
11111
!! 1UU•MRRU
18
2' III II Nibliiii
Mil• 11 II
g mill mil mill
dUUU M
M
momWE ill 1111
il
iiUUU
allill
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17 Spanish
article
19 Dors ID
22 — of breath
24 Chemical
Suffix
25 — -daisy
26 Footwear
27 Garden bed
28 Indian maid
29 Towel
insignia
30 Actor Milland
32 Lawmaker
33 Barracks bed
36 Agave plant
.37 — Hussein
38 "African
Queen" star
40 Former NY
Yankees
catcher
41 —Mans
43 H.S. gym
class
44 Actor O'Neal
45 "Journey —
Darkness"
46 — down
(retire)
17 Bark
48 Opp of WSW
49 Nahoor
sheep
50 Metric
measure
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DEAR WISCONSIN READER:
A number of people wrote to say
they had safely given rides to
hitchhikers years ago. But too
many tragedies have occurred
in recent years to good Samaritans who generously offered
rides to strangers. Just as it is
no longer safe to leave our doors
unlocked, it is no longer safe to
offer rides to strangers. And
contrary to popular lore, it
wasn't entirely safe in days gone
by. Read on:

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

YES MA'AM I DIDN'T
THINK YOU'D MIND IF
I BROUGHT HIM TO
SCHOOL TODAY .
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DEAR ABBY

•

gist in Murray for the past 34
years, has been named president
of the Kentucky State Board of
Pharmacy.
Ed and Lee Smith, editors of
"Fin 'n keathers" hunting and
fishing column in The Ledger &
Times were honored by Twin
Lakes Coonhunters Club at
Hardin with a dinner and hunt at

Tea years ago

Pictured are the many persons
looking at the displays at the
celebration and reception to mark
the'reopening of the newly renovated Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
A tribute to Jim Garrison, president of Ryan Milk Co., will be
Feb. 17 at Curtis Center ballroom, Murray State University,
according to Gary Flickinger,
general manager at Ryan.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy M. Todd
will be married 50 years Jan. 31.
Murray State University Racers
beat Youngstown 61 to 58 in a
basketball game. High scorers
were Wayne Tiller for Murray
and Bevely for Youngstown.

F----

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a doctor, I
was pained to read the column in
which you approved of Flame births.
You obviously disregarded the fact
that many young.mothers suffer
inevitable obstetrical catastrophes
that would have been averted in a
hospital setting.
I ask you: How many maternal
deaths -infant deaths, fetal injuries.
and other grievous complications do
you consider acceptable in order to
achieve "mothers who are more comfortable"? Your simple-minded obser
vations are typical of someone who
has not been in a busy delivery room
for a long time.
In addition, your comments regard
ing the convenience to the male doctor and his missing out on substantial
fees are contemptible. This thinking
further erodes the public's perception
of physicians as caring and compassionate care givers.

I should hope that you, as a medical
columnist, would place your vestigial
sense of objectivity ahead of your pen
chant for the self-serving dissemination of wrong opinions. By the way. I
dare you to print this letter. ,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was upset to
read the letter you published from an
irate physician who said you were
wrong to state that home births are
safe.
It's scary how some physicians do
not keep up with their own profession
Studies from the National Association
of Childbearing Centers have proved
that out-of-hospital births are no more

dangerous for the average healthy
mother than are in-hospital deliveries,
which was exactly the point you made
in your column. As a certified nursemidwife, I know this to bertrue.
The irate doctor should not attempt
to substantiate his incorrect claims
with outdated facts.(Home birthing
was more risky decades ago than it is
now, because of technological
advances, such as ultrasound examinations.) You are the one with the correct information. Keep up the good
work!
,DEAR NURSE-M1DWIFE: 1
couldn't have said it better myself.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have read your
column in my local newspaper for
years and have been helped — and
educated — on manY. occasions.
However, this newspaper does not
carry your picture.
Recently, I was visiting in another
state and was gratified to read your
column in another newspaper that
published your picture. Now I know
that you're not an old geezer but a
young man with a vast source of Medical knowledge.
DEAR READER: Thanks for the
compliment but, alas, the picture is
misleading. I really am a geezer.
1997 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Free Skin Cancer Screening Clinic
Saturday, Feb. 22

MURRAY
CAIIDWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

If you have a question about a mole, a non-healing lesion, or a red, scaly patch
on your skin, we encourage you to take advantage of the free Skin Cancer Screening
Clinic being held at Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Saturday, February 22. The
Clinic will be held in the hospital's Outpatient Services Center from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Screenings will be performed by board-certified dermatologist, Dr. John Bright.
During the last skin cancer screening, 155 people were examined, and 38 were
referred for further testing. One case of melanoma was found, 27 cases of premalignant
actinic keratoses were identified, eight cases of squamous cell or basal cell carcinomas
were found, and two cases of dysplastic nevi were identified. "It's clear that these
screenings are helpful in finding cases that might otherwise be delayed," said Dr. John
Bright. "When skin cancer is identified early, it can most often be cured. We want to
encourage those who have a questionable lesion to come to the screening for
evaluation."
Preregistration is required for this screening. To schedule an appointment, call
(502)762-1388 or 1-800-342-6224.

803Poplar Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071-2467
(502)762-1100
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What you should know about skin cancer:
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Have you always wanted to attend
a BodyCues party but couldn't find the
time to host one in your home? Well,
here's your chance! BodyCues parties are now being
offered at convenient times in the hospital's private
dining room.
BodyCues is a free health-education party for women of
all ages. The program covers all aspects of women's health
including a discussion of breast self-examinations and lower
body examinations as well as potential gynecological health
problems. The program is offered to women of all ages.
Programs will be offered(minimum of six people) on
the following dates and times:

•

Half of all new cancers are skin cancer.

•

About one million new cases of skin cancer will be diagnosed in the United
States this year.

•

About 80 percent of new cases will be basal cell or squamous cell carcinoma,
which have a better than 95 percent cure rate if detected and treated early.

•

About 1,200 people will die of basal cell or squamous cell carcinoma in 1996.
There were about 38,300 new cases of malignant melanoma in 1996, a
12 percent increase from 1995.

•

7,300 deaths will be attributed to malignant melanoma in 1996. Ofthese deaths,
4,600 will be men, 2,700 women. Older Caucasian males have the highest
mortality rates.

•

The incidence of malignant melanoma doubled among whites between 1973 and
1991.

•

Six out of seven skin cancer deaths are from malignant melanoma.

•

Melanoma is more common than any non-skin cancer among people between
25- and 29-years-old.

Periodic Self-Examination — Prevention of melanoma/skin cancer is obviously the most
desirable weapon against this disease. But if a lesion should develop, it is almost totally curable
ifcaught in the early stages. To aid in early recognition ofany new or developing lesion, periodic
self-examinations are helpful. The following is a suggested method ofself-examination that will
ensure that no area of the body is neglected. To perform your self-examination you will need
a full length mirror, a hand mirror and brightly lit room.
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Saturday, Feb. 22, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m., Private Dining Room #1
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Friday, Feb. 28, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m., Private Dining Room #1

(
-

Tuesday, March 11, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m., Private Dining Room #2

V

Examine body front and
back in mirror, then
right and left sides,
arms raised.

Thursday, March 27,6 -8 p.m., Private Dining Room #1

Bend elbows, look
Examine back of'neck
Next, look at backs of
carefully at forearms,
legs and feet, spaces
and scalp with a hand
back of upper arms and between toes, and soles. mirror. Part hair to lift,
palms.

Finally, check back and
buttocks wellhead
mirror.
.

If you would like to host a party at the location of your
choice, you may request the program be tailored for a specific
age group.
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes
To sign up for one of the above BodyCues parties or to
listed
below. Preregistration is required for all classes and fees
schedule your own party, call (502) 762-1388 or
may be paid at the first class.
1-800-342-6224.
For class information and preregistration, call:

Miracle Moments

(502) 762-1425 or 1-800-342-6224.
Preregister for:
• February Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Feb. 3, 10, 17, 24; 7 - 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27; 7 - 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher Mon., Feb. 10 & 17; 7- 9 p.m.
• Refresher Thurs., Feb. 13 & 20; 7- 9 p.m.
• New Parents'Support Group:
Tues., Feb. 18, Sick Child Care Center, 3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.

Support Groups
Alzheimer's Disease information
Education Meeting: February 11
Support Group Meeting: February 25
4:30 p.m. in the Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease meetings,
contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502) 762-1108 or Joretta
Randolph,(502) 753-5561. Shared Care, adult day
care, will sit with Alzheimer's clients while caregivers
attend this meeting. Call Susan Plunkett, LPN at
(502) 753-0576. Shared Care Adult Day Center is
also open Mon. - Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., providing
respite for caregivers and supervised activities for
clients at Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar
Street.

Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, February 6,7 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Martha Andrus at(502) 753-3862.

a Of

Saturday, Felyuary 22,8 a.m.- 3 p.m.
MCCH Outpatient Services Center
John Bright, M.D., Dermatologist
If you have a question about a mole or a dark or red,
scaly patch on your body, we encourage you to take
advantage of this Free Skin Cancer Screening Clinic.
To preregister, call(502)762-1388 or toll free 1-800342-6224.

• March Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., March 3, 10, 17, 24; 7- 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., March 6, 13, 20, 27; 7- 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher Mon., March 10 & 17; 7- 9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs., March 13 & 20; 7 - 9 p.m.
• New Parents'Support Group:
Tues., March 18, Sick Child Care Center, 3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.
• Sibling Class:
Saturday, March 15, 10 - 11 a.m., Hospital Education Unit
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

Bereavement Support
Thursday, February 13,9:30 a.m.
Suite 283-W of the Medical Arts Building
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, at (502) 762-1485.

1 1..•

Free Skin Cancer Screening Clinic

Cancer Support
Group Meetings:Tuesdays, Feb.4 and 18
3 p.m. In the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, Patient Advocate,
(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical
Specialist,(502) 762-1447.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops
during the month of February.
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglyceride levels
should be checked every five
years. Only patrons who present
a written prescription from their
physician will be screened more
often.
The cholesterol(HDULDL) and
triglyceride screening requires a
food fast (water(IMO for 14
hours. The charge is $15.
A stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood
in the stool.

e 4;
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Cardiac Support
Tuesday, February 11, 10 a.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Shirley Lynch, RN,(502)762-1170.
Compassionate Friends
Thursday,February 27,7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact: Director of Pastoral Care and Counseling,
Mike Rumble,(502) 762-1274 or
Hilda Bennett,(901)498-8324

Epilepsy upport
Monday, February 17, 5:30 p.m.
Shared Care at Weeks Community Center,
607 Poplar Street
Contact Denise Satterwhite, RN,(502) 782-1537.

•

•

MCCH Private Dining Room
BodyCues parties are free health education parties for
women of all ages.
Saturday, Feb. 22, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m., PDR #1
Friday, Feb. 28, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m., PDR #1
Tuesday, March 11, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m., PDR #2
Thursday, March 27,6 - 8 p.m., PDR #1
To preregister, call(502)762-1388 or toll-free 1-800342-6224.

These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are no symptoms of disease. /f you are
experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.
The Health Express will return
to its regular schedule in April.
During the months of February
and March, the Health Express
staff will be providing screenings
for employees of local business
and industry.

55 Alive/Mature Driving Course
Thursday, March 20 and Friday, March 21
9 a.m. - 1 p.m
MCCH Private Dining Room #1
Dr. Ruth Cole,Instructor
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is joining with the
American Association of Retired Persons(AARP)to offer
adults 50 years of age or older the 55 Alive/Mature Driving
Course. The two-day course is a classroom refresher
specifically designed to meet the needs of older drivers. It
covers age-related physical changes, declining perceptual
skills, rules of the road and local driving problems. There is
no exam for the course. Insurance companies in Kentucky
and Tennessee offer discounts for drivers who complete
this course. The course fee is $8 per person and goes to
AARP for program costs. A light lunch will be provided by
the hospital.
To preragister, call(502)762-1388 or toltfres 1-800342-6224.

Thursday, February 13
• Murray
Post Office
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Tuertay. February 18
• Murray
Court Square
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3 p.m.
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